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CHA?TER I 

INTRODUCTION 
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1.1 The Reaction of Hydrogen Atoms with Olefins 

The reactions of olefins with hydrogen atoms have been 

of continuing interest for many years. 	This interest re- 

suits from the importance of these reactions in complex 

reactive systems. 	Thus radiation chemists, photochemists 

and thermal kineticists have inferred the importance of 

these reactions in a wide variety of experimental systems 

which range from radiation induced polymerisation to flame 

or shock tube studies. 	However despite much experimental 

work on this topic and a wealth of experimental data on the 

relative rates of reaction of H atoms with olef ins, there 

were until.recently, few determinations of absolute rate 

constants. 	Several recent determinations have been 

achieved using fast discharge-flow systems (BAR69, COW70, 

DAB70, DAL67) and this was the technique adopted in this 

study. 

The addition of a'  hydrogen atom to an olef in yields a 

vibrationally excited alkyl free radical with about 40kcal. 

mole 	energy. 	This radical can, 

redissociate 

be deactivated by collision 

dissociate into different products 
* 

H+AR+R 
D = dissociation 

Cii +A 3 	. . S = stabilization 

The rate of stabilization can be assumed and so the rate of 

addition can be found by standard gas kinetic techniques. 

The H atom addition to simple olefins is particularly 

interesting since it is possible to correlate the results 
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with theories of unimolecular reaction, in particular with 

the Marcus-Rice theory. 

1.2 Unimo'lecular Reactions 

A unimolecular reaction is one in which the activated 

- 	complex is formed from a single reactant molecule. 	They 

areof the first order under certain circumstances, but 

they become of the second order at low pressures. 	The 

development of the theory of unimolecular reactions has 

been a somewhat involved one, and even today some important 

features of the treatment are not completely understood. 

Lindernann's Theory 

The first successful collision theory was proposed in 

1922 by. Lindemann (L1N22) to replace the unsatisfactory 

radiation Iiypothes!s of Perrin. 	In this Lindemann showed 

how activation of molecules by bimolecular (second-order) 

collisions could in certain circumstances lead to first-

order kinetics for the unimolecular reaction of the mole- 

cules thus activated. 	The essential feature of Li ndemann t s  

mechanism was that he postulated that there is a time lag 

before an activated molecule can react once it has received 

sufficient energy to do so. 	During this time the activated 

molecule may suffer further bimolecular collisions which 

may de-activate it. 	The simplest form of this mechanism 

may be written, 

A + M ka A* ± M activation 

A* + M kd  A + M de-activation 

A* kr products unirnolecular reaction 
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* 
A is a molecule of reactant with sufficient energy 

(correctly distributed if necessary) to undergo spontaneous 

unimolecular reaction to form products. 	M is any molecule 

that can transfer energy to A by collision. 	In the sim- 

plest theory, all A molecules are treated alike and it is 

assumed that their specific rate of reaction, kri  is inde- 

pendent of the degree of activation. 	If the energy pos- 

sessed by Ais very large compared to the average energy 

it may be treated as a 'very reactive' intermediate in the 

steady state sense. 

dCA* 
dt = ka CA CM - kd CA*  CM - kr CA* 

S 

• CA* = kaCACM 
kdCM+kr 

The rate of formation of products, 

dC products = r = kr CA* 
dt 

- ka kr CA CM 
kdCM+kr 	 (1) 

This rate expression will approximate to a simple rate 

law under certain conditions. 	At high pressures of gas, 

the concentration G4 becomes large and so 

kd Q&>>  kr  

i.e. the majority of A molecules that are activated by col-

lision are dc-activated similarly before they can undergo 

reaction. 	 - 

The rate of formation of produces (1) becomes 

(ka) r= (lcd)X  krCA 

This is a simple fir3t order rate law and the first- 
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order rate constant at infinite pressure defined by 

00 	00 r -1k CA 

is given by, 

k°° - - (ka) k 1 	
r (2) 

At sufficiently low pressures Cm  may become small enough 

that 

kdMkr  

In this case every A molecule that is activated undergoes 

reaction, the time between collisions 'being so long that 

the chance of a de-activating collision occurring before A* 

has time to undergo reaction is negligibly small. 	Under 

"these conditions, 

r = ka  CA CM 

the activation step is rate determining, and the reaction 

is 'second order overall. 

Although the simple Lindemann theory can explain many 

of the important general characteristics of unimolecular 

reactions it fails when more detailed quantitative aspects 

of these reactions are investigated. 	The most serious 

discrepancy occurs when the actual manner in which the 

reaction rate changes from first to second order is con- 

sidered. 	The first order constant, 1  k is given by 

Lindemann's theory (equation (1)) as 

'_kakrCM 
1kdCM+kr 

kd •. 1/1 k = kkr + (1/ka) x 1/CM 	' 	(3) 

Thus a plot of ( 1 k) 	versus the reciprocal of pressure 

should be linear. 	In fact the experimental plots are  



distinctly curved and the fall-off in rate in practice is 

much slower than expected from the simple equation (3). 

The Hinsheiwood Modification 

The rate constant kai  according to the simple 

collision theory, is calculated from the product of the 

collision number and the chance that the two colliding 

molecules have relative translational energy greater than 

E0 . 	(E0  = critical energy). Hinsheiwood (H1N27) developed 

an idea of Lindemann's that a more realistic model would be 

obtained by assuming that the required energy could be 

drawn in part from the internal degrees of freedom (mainly 

vib±ational) of the reactant molecule; 	The chance of a 

molecule containing energy greater than E 0  clearly increases 

with the number of degrees of freedom which contribute, and 

the rate of energization is thus increased. 	Hinshelwood 

showed that the chance of a molecule possessing tota.l energy 

greater than E in s classical degrees of freedom is much 

higher than exp(-E0/kT), and is in fact approximately 

(EO/]cT)S_l EXP(-EO/kT) 

The rate constant ka  in the modified Hinshelwood-Lindemann 

(H-L) theory is therefore given by (4) which even for 

moderate values of s leads to much bigger values of ka  than 

does the simple collision theory. 

ka - - 	
Z 	(Eo) 	EXP(-Eo/kt) 	(4) T 	

s-i 
s-i)! () 

(Z = collision number) 

This has the effect of reducing dramatically the 

calculated transition pressure (3). 	However the anomaly 
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still remains that the experimental plots are strongly 

curved. 

To account for this observation a more detailed 

theory than the simple Lindemann mechanism which considers 

only two classifications of reactant molecules, i.e. 

normal and activated, must be used. 	Some allowance that 

the rate of unmolecular reaction, kr  depends on the degree 

of activation of A*  must be introduced. 	Equation (2) 

gives 
oo_ (ka) kr 

(kd)  

=Kckr 

(where K c is the equilibiium constant of activation of A) 

i.e. 1 k °  = kr f 

where f is the equilibrium fraction of A molecules that 

are activated. 

The high pressure first-order rate constant may be 

calculated from this, modified to allow for this dependance 

on degree of activation thus 

1 k°°  =k f 

here f is now the equilibrium fraction of A in a specified 

activation state, and k r 
 is the rate constant for reaction 

of that state and the sum is taken over all activated 

states of A, i.e. states for which kr # O• 	Similarly from 

(3) the general first-order constant. is, 

- ," kr f . 1k 	T+ kr/kd CM 	(6) 

In expressions (5) and (6), f is readily calculated 

statistically since it is an equilibrium property. 	The 



rate of deactivation, kd; is usually taken to be equal to 

the collision frequency Z, that is it is assumed that 

deactivation occurs on every collision of activated mole-

cules. 	The problem then reduces to one of calculating 

kas a function of the state of activation, and later 

theories, outlined below, attempt this calculation. 

The Kassel Theory 

The theories due to Rice and Ramsperger (R1C27), and 

Kassel (KAS28,32) were developed virtually simultaneously 

and are very similar in their approach. 	They followed 

the pioneering work of Hinsheiwood and Lindemann and were 

the first satisfactory unimoleculr theor5which allowed 

for the dependance of both f and k r on energy. 

Both use the basic Hinshelwood-Lindefllann mechanism 

of collisional energization and de-energization, but con-

sider more realistically that the rate of conversion of 

energized molecule to products is a function of its energy 

content. 	The differences between the Rice-Ranisperger 	and 

the Kassel treatments are twofold. 	Firstly, Rice and 

Ramsperger used classicalstatistical mechanics throughout, 

whereas Kassel also developed a quantum treatment which is 

very much more realistic and accurate. 	Secondly, different 

assumptions were made about the part of the molecule into 

which the critical energy E 0  has to be concentrated. 	In 

the calculations of Rice and Ramsperger this was taken to 

be one squared term in the energy expression, Kassel assumed 

that the energy had to be concentrated into one oscillator 

(i.e. two squared terms) which seems more realistic. 	The 



two theories give very similar results In practice although 

the Kassel version has been used the more widely. 

The molecule is regarded as a system of n k  loosely 

coupled degenerate simple harmonic oscillators of vibra-

tional frequencyV. The loose coupling of the osci.11ators 

allows free flow of energy between them tooccur with a 

frequencyp, without introducing significant anharmonicity. 

Reaction is assumed to occur when at least an energy Ec 

out of the total energy of the oscillators, E , by chance 

finds its way into one particular oscillato. 	If E<E 

the chance of this happening is zero, but if EEC, there is 

a definite probability of this accumulation occurring. 

The theory is a statistical one in that all detailed arrange-

ments of energy between the oscillators are considered 

equally likely provided the total energy is constant. 

It can be shown that, 
nk... 

probability of reaction = (E - E) 

This reaction probability as a function of energy E is 

plotted in figure 1.1 for several values of 

Figure 1.1. 

r1 	0 
•rI 	r1 

94J 
oo I 

Ri 
0• W 
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In the case of nk = 1 it corresponds to the simple 

step function assumed in the Lindemann-Hinshelwood treat-

inent. 	For flk.>  1, the distinction between activated and 

non-activated molecules becomes less clear-cut. 	For very 

complex molecules (large n the reaction probability 

increases slowly with energy and remains quite small even 

for' energies appreciably above the critical energy. 	Since 

energy is reshuffled') times per second the specific reaction 

rate kr  is equal toV times the probability that a reshuffle 

causes reaction, i.e. 
n 

k -' 	(E - Ec) E 

This rate constant is a function of total energy, E, only 

and does not depend on the distribution of the energy ove r 

the oscillators or on such factors as the vibrational phases 

of the oscillators. 	This is a consequence of the statis- 

tical assumption outlined above that total energy is the 

only relevant parameter in determining the relative pro-

bahility of formation of the various detailed arrangements. 

In the general pressure case equation (5) becomes 

00 

• k- 	
krf(e)dE 

1 - ) 	1+kr/kdCM c. 
Thisleads to, 

-b 	00 nk-1 -x 	•dx 
1 	Tik1) ! )1 + 	(x) nk-1 	(7) 

• 	' Zain, Cm, ( b + x) 

where Zari= kd (assuming deactivation on every collision) 

x = (E-Ec)/kT 	 , 

b = Ec/kT 

This integral can be evaluated numerically and a plot of log 



( 1 k) versus log (pressure) constructed. 	The formula 

gives good agreement with most experimental data provided 

is treated as an adjustable parameter and chosen to give 

the best fit. 	If this is done the value for 	obtained 

is generally about one half the possible maximum value, which 

is the number of normal modes in the molecule. 

RRKM(Marcus-Rice) Theory 

This theory was developed essentially by Marcus (MAR52) 

from an earlier paper by Marcus and Rice (MAR51) and is 

known by the names of these authors or very often by the 

initials RRKM since its basic model is the Rice-Ramsperger -

Kassel (RRK) model discussed previously. 

The RRKM theory of unimolecular reactions employs two 

new principles. 	Firstly, the energization rate constant 

ka is evaluated by a quantum-statistical-mechanical treatment 

instead of the classical treatment used in the RRK theory. 

The de-energization rate constant k d is considered as in 

other theories to be independent of energy, and is often 

equated to the collision number Z or to?..Z where A is a 

collisional deactivation efficiency. 	The second feature 

of the RRKM theory is the application of Transition State 

Theory to the calculation of kr• 	For this purpose the 

overall reaction is written in terms of two steps 

) At. 	.products 

in which a careful distinction is made between the energized 

molecule A*  and the activated molecule At  (sometimes called 

the activated complex). 	The rate at which molecules pass 
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through the critical configuration (activated complex) is 

a function of energy in the reaction coordinate, Rotational 

and vibrational modes of motion of the molecule are classed 

as either adiabatic or active; the former remain in the 

same quantum state throughout the reaction, the latter 

exchange energy freely. 	The rate constant kr  then has 

the form 
+ 

k _Ll 	P(E •) 

	

rhZ 	N*(E) 

The terms z 3 : and Z 1  are theproducts of the partition 

functions for adiabatic degrees of freedom of the activated 

complex and the molecule, respectively and their ratio is 

usually near unity. 	P(E) is the total sum of the de- 

generacies of all possible energy eigenstates of the active 

degrees of freedom of the activated complex up to a total 

energy E : N*(E) is the number of eigenstates per unit 

energy of the activs degreesof freedom for the molecule 

at energy E;h is Planck's constant; E 0  is the minimum 
+ 

energy necessary for reactLon; and E = E - Eo. 

For thermal unimolecular reactions 

- N* (B) -E/kT 
Qa 

where Qa  is the ordinary molecular partition function for 

all the activemodes of A. 	This gives 

k - ___ 	(°° 	1P(E)} eTJT dE 

	

1 	h Qa Z1 )E=Eo 	1 + kr/kd CM 

where CM -+ cc 

In the high pressure limit this reduces to 

k- kT Q+ 	,,-Eo/kT 

	

1 	ii 	Qa 	C, 
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Where Qtis the partition function of the active modes of 

the activated complex. 

Expressions have been developed for P(Et) and  N* 

(E) (MAR51) and Whitten and Rabinovitch (WH163) have de- 

veloped more accurate approximations, which they have checked 

by employing high speed computational techniques which 

allowed the quantum-statistical summation to be done with 

relative ease. 

The RRKM theory has,the advantage, relative to any 

dynamic theory, of great simplicity. 	In princip'e a 

knowledge of the thermochemistry and a vibrational analysis 

of A together with use of the above equations gives a method 

of calculating unimolecular rate constants based solely on 

molecular structure, and with no adjustable parameters. 

In practice, however, there are two semi-empirical aspects 

which must be considered. (a) the structure and the fre-

quencies assigned to the vibrational modes of the transition 

complex; (h) the degree of anharmonicity in the vibrations 

of the molecule at high energies. 

The first aspect, although conceptually very important, 

is not critical for the practical numerical evaluation of 

It has been shown thatas long as the entropy of activation 

requirements are roughly satisfied (SET62, W1E62, RAB61) the 

magnitude of the specific rate constant will not be parti-

cularly sensitive to details in structure or vibrational 

frequencies of the activated complex. 

Little information is available about anharmonicity 

constants, particu].arly for bending modes, even at low 
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levels :O vibrational excitation. 	However, plausible 

limits have been calculated which indicate these effects 

to be small (SCH62), especially for larger molecules where. 

the average degree of excitation of any one mode is re-

latively low. 	So it is assumed that internal molecular 

motions may be described as weakly coupled harmonic vi- 

brations, with sufficient coupling to ensure rapid relaxation 

of energy among the vibrational modes but not enough to 

effect the density of states calculated on the assumption of 

harmonic modes. 

Slater's theory  

In contrast tc'the RRKM theory this is a dynamic theory 

in which the rate of decomposition of activated molecules 

is calculated using classical mechanics, without the 

'statistical' assumption (SLA59). 	The model of a reactant 

molecule that is used in this theory is one consisting of a 

number of simple harmonic normal mode oscillators of various 

frequencies. 	These normal modes are taken to be strictly 

harmonic so that no energy transfer can occur between them. 

Thus it is assumed that the amount of energy in each normal 

mode stays fixed between collisions and can only change when 

collision.occurs. Decomposition is assumed to occur when 

the phases of the vibrations are such that one particular 

coordinate (q) of the molecule exceeds some critical value 

(q). 	This coordinate may be the distance between the 

atoms, a bond angle or any linear combination, of any number 

of these coordinates. 	This coordinate must be chosen with 

reference to the motion of the atoms that is believed to 
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accompany the reaction and so in most cases some uncertainty 

exists in making this choice. 	Since after an activating 

collision has occurred no energy flow between the normal 

modes is possible in this theory, not only must the activated 

molecule possess an energy at least equal toEbut this energy 

must be correctly distributed at the instant of activation 

if thismolecule is to undergo subsequent reaction. 	This 

activation requirement is more stringent than that of the 

RRK theory.and so rates of activation in the Slater sense 

must be slower. 	Also the rate of reaction kr  is no longer 

simply a function of total energy only, but it depends on 

the way the energy is distributed over the noruial modes. 

The critical coordinate will be a linear combination of a 

number, say r '  of simple harmonic normal modes, of different 

frequencies, and therefore, constantly varying relative 

phases. 

The results of this theory when made the subject of 

certain approximations are rather similar to the RRKM theory, 

but with certainimportant differences. 	Firstly, the 

number of normal modes n 5  is the number that may contribute 

to altering the coordinate q, i.e. it includes all the 

normal modes of the molecule except those which for symmetry 

reasons cannot affect q. 	Secondly, the formula for kr  as 

a function of total energy becomes, 

k
- 	-. (Ec)flS 
r-- -V 	E 

only after it has been averaged over all distributions of 

the internal energy. 	The frequency) , is given by 
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It is a weighted root mean square of all the normal mode 

frequencies 	, the weighting (amplitude) factors o 

representing the magnitude of the contribution of each 

normal mode' coordinate Q  to the displacement q (i.e. 

q = 2°(Z Q). ) 	must therefore lie between the greatest' 

and the least vibration frequencies of the molecule. 

The general formula for 1 Xapproximates to the RRK 

expression (equation (6)) but with the substitution, 

= ½(n5  •i- 1) 	 (8) 

Since n5  is usually not very different from the total number 

of modes, while a value of'nk'of  about half this maximum 

of ten gives the best fit to experimental data, it can be 

seen from (8) that the predictions of the two theories 

about the shape of the fail-off curves do not differ 

greatly in many cases. 	This is illustrated in figure 1.2 

0.0 

i
0.5 

Fig. 1.2 

-1 	0 	1 	2 	3 

A comparison of the fall-off curves predicted for the 

isomerization of cyclopropane at 500'c 

Hinshelwood-Lindemann theory 

Slater theory (PR153) 

- - - - '- Kassel theory 
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All the experimental evidence is that energy flow 

does occur freely between the normal modes of real mole-

cules, because at the high energy levels associated with 

chemical reactions the molecular vibrations are con-

siderably anharmonic. The parabolic potential curve is 

a valid approximation for the low vibrational levels only 

as illustrated in figure 1.3. 

Ec  

r1 
(1 

•iJi1: 
0 

Fig. 1.3 

• 	. 	. 	 q 

(a comparison of the potential energy curves for a simple 

harmonic oscillator and a typical molecular vibrational 

mode. 	S.H.O. - - - ; molecule 	 ) 

Hence rates of decomposition in Slater's theory must be 

too low since they do not allow for this redistribution of 

energy between the normal modes. On the other hand the view 

that reaction occurs when a coordinate reaches a particular 

value, e.g. a bond length reaches a critical extension, is a 

more reasonable picture of a chemical reaction than the RRK 

criterion that a certain amount of energy must be accumulated 

in a paricu1ar osci1lator. A molecule could well have more 

energy than Ec in this mode and yet its configuration might not 

be such that it could be said to be undergoing reaction.. 	In 

an attempt to reconcile these two viewpoints Gill and Laidler 

have proposed a hybrid of the two theories. 

Gill and Laidler's theoly 

The mechanism envisaged is summarized as 



At+M 

A + M 	A*+M 

PRODUCTS 

Where Al. is a reactant molecule that is activated in 

the RRKM sense and A*  is one that is activated in the more 

stringent Slater sense. 	Only the latter is assumed to he 

able to react to give products but an RRKM molecule may 

become an A*  molecule by internal energy transfer (without 

collision). 	Free flow of energy is assumed in accordance 

with experiment but the .criterion for reaction is the 

Slater one of coordinate extension. 	At high pressures 

this mechanism leads to the same results as Slaterts theory, 

but at low pressures the results of the RRKM theory are 

obtained. 	This is because at low pressures an At  molecule 

always has time to reorganize its energy distribution to 

form A*  and hence to react before it is deactivated by 

collision. 	At high pressures this is not so and only A* 

molecules formed directly by collision are likely to 

produce products. 	Since the differences between the 

predictions of the Slater and RRKM theories are not easily 

detected experimentally both can be fitted to many results 

within experimental error. 	It follows that this combined 

theory can also give good agreement with experiment. 
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1.3 Unimolecular Decomposition Reactions of Simj 
Alkanes and Alkyl Radicals 

Molecules undergo thermal unimolecular reactions as 

a result of energization by molecular collisions. 	Collisions 

between molecules at a given temperature produce energized 

molecules with an equilibrium distribution of energy (the 

Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution) which enables the fraction 

of molecules energized into a particular energy range to 

be calculated. 

Methods of energization other than by molecular col-

lisions may produce a non-equilibrium situation in which 

molecules can acquire energies far in excess of the average 

thermal energy. 	This excess energy may be lost by molecular 

collisions or may result in further chemical reaction if a• 

suitable reaction path is available. 	One such method of 

activation is by absorption of radiation. 	However, most 

of these photoprocessos are poorly understood and it has 

been virtually impossible to apply a theoretical treatment 

to the initial decomposition process in these systems. 

When the energization occurs by virtue of the energy 

changes in a chemical reaction producing the molecules, the 

process is known as chemical activation. 	.mong the best 

known of chemically activated systems are the reactions 

between atoms (principally H atoms) and olef ins to produce 

vibrationally excited radicals, e.g. 

k(E)CH3  + C2H4  

H +C3H6  _C3H7  A 
r:~~ 

 14 

C  3  H  7 
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The competition between decomposition of the vibrationally 

excited species (rate constant kr(E))  and collisional 

stabilization (rate constant kd)  is reflected in the 

experimentally determined ratio (D/S) of decomposition to 

stabilization products obtained. 	For each system studied, 

the overall mechanism must be established to enable this 

ratio to be determined from the experimental product 

analysis. 	If it assumed that deactivation occurs on every 

collision, the rate constant kd  can be equated with the 

standard collision frequency Z which can be calculated from 

• the collision theory expression, 

z 	(ad2  NA/R.) (8T.NAk/,u )½(1/T).½ 
	

(9) 

where 

Z will be in Torr 1 S 

•0d = Collision diameter in cm -1 
Ai = reduced molar mass in gmole 
T = Temperature 2 n 0K_1  
NA = 6.0225 x 10 4  Male 	1 • 	-1 R = 6.2362 x 10_ 1 9m Torr 1K MOL 
k = 1.3805 x 10 	er.g K 

It is then possible to derive an experimental value of kr 

(E) which will in fact be an average value for the range 

of energized molecules involved. 

The average rate constant (kr) 

For a nonthermally activated unimolecular reaction if 

the steady státe.is considered in which an excited s5ecies 

A* is formed (A*  is an alkane or an alkyl radical) the 

situation is represented by 

Decomposition 
k (E) 	Products (D) 

R + R 	A * 

k(E) 	 A (S) 
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According to this scheme, energized molecules A*  at 

energy E can reform reactants with a rate constant k r '  

(E), form decomposition products with a rate constant 

kr(E) or be de-energized to stable species A. For the 

strong collision assumption the first order rate constant 

for de-energization is equal to the collision frequency, 

= Zp where p is the total pressure and Z is given by 

(9). 	If the fractional flux of species which are 

energized per unit time into the range between E and 

E +SE is f(E)6E, then the fraction of A*  decomposing by 

path D compared with those stabilized by path S is, 

k(E.)/(k(E) +uJ) 	 ' 

If the back reaction reforming reaôtants can be ignored, 

the fraction of species in the energy range E to E + 6 E 

decomposing to products is therefore 

I(kr(E)/(kr(E) +CJJ)1  f(E)6E 

The total number of species decomposing per unit time (D) 

at all energies above the critical energy E 0 , is therefore 

given by (10') 

00  

	

D- 	

kr(E) 	f(E)dE 	(10) 

	

- 	.kr(E) +w 
EO  

The total:rateof stabilization(s) is given by a similar 

expression with kr(E)  in the numerator replaced by w. 

In a strictly monoenergetic system, the experimental ratio 

D/S is equal to kr(E)/'• 	Where there is a' distribution 

of energies, an average rate constant <kr)  for all energies 

above E is defined by 
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<kr D = No. of molecules decomposing per unit time 
S No. of molecules being stabilized per unit time 

Hence utilizing (10) and the equivalent expression for 

stabilization the result is obtained for (k r) 

00 

Ikr(E)/(kr(E) + wr) f(E)dE 
<k) 	 (k(E) + 	f(E)dE 

At high pressures L4J*kr(E) and so 

00 

(_(kr(E)/wi) f(E)dE 
< k> = 

f(E)dE 	
=b<k(E)/I 	= <k ( E )> 

0 

Similarly at low pressures iD<< kr(E) and so 
00 

-1 
<kr> = 	

Lf(E)dE 	
t<u/k(E)> 5°1/kr(E)) f(E)dE 	 r 	 r (E;)> 

Calculations have been presented by Rabinovitch and 

.Setser (RAB64) for model molecules which resemble the simple 

alkanes(C 11 C 2 C 3  and C 4 ) and the corresponding alkyl 

radicals. 	The models are not identical with real molecules 

since the principal purpose was to vary energetic, structural 

and frequency parameters in order to' display their effects 

on the reaction rate and its characteristics. 	From their 

calculations they were able to predict; 

the variation of, 'S/D with temperature and pressure 

the value of <k ri \ and (k r,' \ for each reaction. 
0  

Table (1.1) shows a selection of their results which is 

relevant to the systems studied in this work. 
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Table 1.1 

Data on Activated Molecules and Radicals 

Source of 
Activated 

Activated 
Species 

Decomposition 
Products <kr) (kr>, 	1 

S/D at 
tgrr and 

Species 298 K 

H + CH3  CH 4 * H + CH3  1.2x10 10  6.3x10 9  0.02(EST) 

CH 3  + CH 3  C 2H 6 * CH 3  + CH 3  3.7x10 7  4.2x10 6  0.96 

H + C 2  H  5 C 2  H 6 t. CH 3  + CH 3  3.2x10 9  2.8x10 9  0.006(EST) 

CH 3 +C 2 H 5 
 

C 3  H  8 * CH 3  + C 2  H  5 2.3x10 5  1.04x10 4  90 

H+1S0 C H * 
38 

CH 3 + C H r  2 
2.72x10 7  1.85x10 7  0.89 

C 3 H 7  

H+n- C 3H 8 * CH 3  + C 2 H 5  1.59x10 8  1.26x10 8  0.115 
C 3  H  7 S 

C 2H5  + nCH1 .. CH5  + C2H5  4.69x10 4  1.16x10 3  442 

C2H S  

H+CH 4  C 2H5 * H + C 2H4  4.2x10 7  1.27x10 7  0.85 

H+C 3H 6  n_C 3 H 7 * CH 3  + C 2  H  4 7.81x10 7  5.70x10 7  0.321 

H+C 3H 6  nC 3H 7 * H + C 3H6  6.04x10 5  2.54x10 5  64.9 

H+C 3 H 6  1SO_C 3H 7 * H + C 3  H  6 3.24x10 5  4.26x10 4  65.2 

H+1-Butene Sec C 4 H 9  CH 3  + C 3H6  
.7 

2.6x10 7 1.7x10 1.5 
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1.4 Rate Constants for the Reactions of Hydrogen Atoms 
With Olef ins 

The H atom addition to olefins has been the subject 

of extensive experimental and theoretical studies. 	Most 

of the work which has been done to specifically characterize 

these reactions in the gas phase has been carried out at 

room temperature and early studies were directed towards 

obtaining rate constants of these reactions relative to 

that of some common reaction. 	The most important contri- 

butions in this area have been due to Cvetanovi and coworkers 

and in table 1.2 the mean values of the relative addition 

rates obtained by this group are compared with those of 

other systematic studies. 	The measurements lack consistency 

with the exception of Cvetanovi's photochemical studies. 

Relative Rates for H + Olefins at 250 
 

Allen 
Melville(ALL53) Yang(YAN62) Cvetanovi(CVE69) 

Olefins and Robb 

ethylene 1.0 1.0 1.0 

propene 0.32(1.6) 1.3 1.53 

1-butene 1.58 

isobutene 0.76 13.3 3.85 

cis-2-butene 1.06 0.49 0.72 

trans-2-butene 0.83 0.52 0.90 

Several absolute determinations on reaction systems of 

this type have also been reported (table 1.3). 	In general, 

the correlations between the relative and absolute deter-

minations have not been altogether satisfactory. 
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Absolute Rate Constants for H + Olef ins (room temperature) 

Rate Constant Pressure 
l.mole Torr Reference 
sec.1x10 8  - 

H + ethylene 2.17 + 1.2(He) TEN72 
1.02 - 0.06 2(Ar) KN069 
1.02 ± 0.06 2.4(He) WES69 
2.28 ± 0.24 5(He) BAR70 
1.98± 0.06 5(He) KUR70 
1.2 8(Ar) HAL70 
5.1 ± 1.-8 10(He) D0D69 
2.52 0.06 10(He) .KUR70 
72 - 0.6 500 (He) 11 

5.45 ± 0.54 700-1500 (He) EYR70 

H + propene 3.98 0.36 1.9(He) COW71 
4.56 - 0.24 2(Ar) DAB71 
7.30 ± 0.06 5(He) KUR71 
7.83 ± 2.4 6.7(He) D0D69 

10.30 ± 0.06 500(He) KUR71 

H + 1-butene 8.32 0.48 2(He) DAB71 
6.81 0.48 2.9(He) COW71 

• 	9.0 - 2.7 	• 6..7(He) • D0D69 

H + isobutene 10.3 ± 12.0 2(Ar) KN069 
22.9 ± 3.6 8-50(He) BRA67 

H + cis-2-butene 4.8 ± 0.4 2(He) DAB71 
39 ± 0.3 3.2(He) COW71 

H+trans- 	 + 2-butene 	4.3 - 0.2 	1.8 	 U  
5.4 ± 0.4 	2(He) 	 DAB71 
6.0 ± 1.0 	5.5-50(He) 	BRA67 

Arrhenius Parameters, resulting from temperature studies 

on some of the above systems are shown in table 1.4 
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Reaction. Arrhenius Parameters 
Ax10'° E 1 l.mole 1 sec 	. kcal.mole 

H + ethylene 5.6 3.4 
1.86 1.6 
2.68 3.3 
0.078 0.73 

H + propene 4.45 . 	 3.0 
0.95 2.0 
0.61 1.2 

H + isobutene 4.45 1.6 
3.36 1.36 

Reference 

YAN 62 
D0D69 
KN069 
TEN72 

YAN 62 
DAL6 7 
KUR71 

YAN 62 
KN069 
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CHAPTER 

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS 



2.1 Flow Systems 

The flow of compressible fluids is a highly complex 

phenomenon and if the fluid is also undergoing chemical 

reaction the situation becomes impossibly complex to deal 

with exactly unless drastic simplification is possible. 

Considering the flow of gas in a cylindrical pipe the 

types of flow observed fall into four main categories - 

molecular, viscous, turbulent, and supersonic. 	The 

conditions for each regime are defined in table 2.1. 

Table 2.1 - Flow Types 

Type of 	Theoretical Definition Value of para- 
Flow 	requirement 	 meter under 

standard 
conditions* 

2-6 
molecular 	)%)d 	X=1/2½7Nd A5.7x10 m 

Experiment 
Conditions 

A (< d 

viscous Re K 2000 

turbulent Re 2000 

supersonic u> Usound 

Re=fd/.,j 
)Re=60 

'I 	 ) 

Usound4"KT1 2 U=1Om sec 	-1 \ii / Usound324rn5  

Re <<2000 

U << Usound 

Hence the flow type is viscous under these standard conditions 

collision cross section, m = molecular mass, T temperature, 

= heat capacity ratio, K = Boltzmann's constant, U = mean 

linear velocity, f= density, ? = mean free path, 7 = viscosity, 

d = vessel dimension, N = number of atoms per cm 3 , Re = Revnold's 

flumber, * standard conditions - Argon at 2 torr pressure, 300
0K, 

with U = 10 m.sec 1  and d = 3 cm. 

In molecular flow the gas moves as individual molecules 

rather than as a continuous fluid. 	This occurs if the mean 
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free path of the gas molecules between collisions is greater 

than the dimensions of the apparatus. 	If air is taken as an 

example,. the flow is molecular if the pressure P<500/d microns, 

where one micron is 10 3  torr and d is the diameter of the 

pipe in cm. 	Molecular beam flow systems operate in this 

region where A may be many metres. 	If the mean free path 

is lessthan d then the flow is not molecular but may be 

viscous (streamlined) provided that the Reynold's number 

(Re) falls below a critical value. (see table 2.1 over). 

For long cylindrical tubes the flow ceases to be viscous 

and becomes turbulent if the Reynold's number exceeds 

about 2x10 3.. 	Finally, flow in the supersonic region 

occurs when the flow velocity exceeds the velocity of sound. 

Under the conditions used in our experiments the flow was 

viscous. 

If the flow is viscous the flow rate through the pipe 

is given by Poiseuille's equation, and although the velocity 

distribution across the pipe is parabolic, the average 

residence time of the reacting gas within a tubular reactor 

can be taken approximately as being the volume of the 

reactor divided by the total flow rate - that is by assuming 

plug flow. 	The condition for this to hold is that the 

diffusion time across the tube is much less than the passage 

time alongit, i.e. 

tdiff = r 2/2D << L/U = t f1  

r = radius of pipe, ID = diffusion coefficient, L = length 

of pipe, U = flow velocity 
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With standard conditions as defined above and L = 0.1m, 

and D = 0.13 m 
a sec -1 

-2 
tdff = 9.9x10 -4  sec amd tf low 	10 sec 

Under these conditions, time is related to dist.ance along the 

reactor in a fairly simple fashion and the system is reason-

ably well suited to kinetic measurements. 

When the Reynolds' number exceeds the value given above 

the flow becomes turbulent and the situation is considerably 

changed. 	The flow pattern is no longer streamlined and 

becomes very sensitive to the exact shape of the pipe 

through which the gas f].ows. 	In particular any. rapid 

changes in diameter of the pipe my have a marked influence. 

on the flow pattern. 	For reactors which consist of a wide 

tube with narrow inlet and outlet tubes at opposite ends, 

the large change in diameter between the inlet tube and 

the main reactor can cause the onset of non-viscous flow 

at Reynolds' numbers, within the reactor itself, much lower 

than 2x10 3 . 	The result may be 'channelling' of the gas 

flow through the reactor, in which a narrow fast moving 

stream of gas passes through the reactor from inlet to 

outlet without expanding to fill the whole volume of the 

vessel, most of which is occupied with almost stationary 

gas. 	It appears that some of the early work conducted 

in conventional kinetic flow systems suffers from this 

defect and in consequence the results so obtained must 

be treated with some reserve. 	It is therefore essential 

that the fluid dynamic characteristics of the flow be 
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determined so that the relation between flow rate and the 

effective average residence time can be found. We believe 

that the equipment used in this study effectively eliminated 

channelling. 

This is equally true in the fourth region where flow 

velocities exceed the velocity of sound. 	The gas flow 

is rctade supersonic by passing an inert gas through a 

suitably.shaped convergent - divergent nozzle. 	The 

reactants are then injected into the flowing gas stream 

in the supersonic region. 	Owing to considerable experi- 

mental difficulties, applications of this technique are 

limited to a few simple and very fast reactions. 

By operating a flow tube reaction system at relatively 

low pressures of the order of a few torr the gas density 

is sufficiently low that quite high flow velocities of the 

order of lOmsec' can be achieved at low Reynolds' numbers. 

The simplicity of viscous flow is obtained yet fast 

reactions may be studied with a time resolution of 10 3 sec 

or better. 

Atoms may be generated in the flowing gas by passage 

through an electric discharge and provided the pressure is 

low and the walls of the tube are suitably deactivated, the 

recombination of the atoms may be sufficiently slow that 

appreciable atom concentrations (e.g. io of the total gas) 

exis.t for considerable distances, e.g. a metre or more, 

downstream of the discharge. 	Nitrogen, hydrogen and oxygen 

atoms are easily obtained in this way by discharging the 

diatomic gases, pro.rided small quantities of certain 

impurities are present in the gas. 	The action of these 
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impurities is poorly understood but there is considerable 

empirical evidence that their only effect is to increase 

the efficiency of dissociation without appreciable conta-

mination of the product. 	Reactions of the atoms produced 

in this way may be studied by adding reactants to the flow 

downstream of the.discharge. 	The progress of the reaction 

along the tube can be followed 'by the techniques described 

later, for the detection of H atoms and products. 

2.2 Production of Hydrogen Atoms 

A stable and efficient source of hydrogen atoms is 

required in a flow system. 	Stability is important since 

runs may last for several hours, and fluctuations in the 

atom supply would destroy any meaningfulness of the results. 

High efficiency is also desirable, particularly at high 

flowrates, since the residence time of a molecule in the 

dissociation region is short, and the chance that it should 

be dissociated in this time should be as high as possible. 

Jennings (JEN61) has reviewed the production of atoms 

in general. 	From the methods listed therein only the 

following satisfy the above criteria; (1) electrical 

discharges (2) thermal dissociation. 	All other methods 

fail on one or both counts. 	Thus photolysis produces 

too low a concentration of atoms while shock tube methods 

give, high but transient concentrations. 

(1) Electrical Discharges. 	These produce high con- 

centrations of atoms at pressures up to 15 torr, with the 

disadvantage that work at higher pressures is not possible, 

due to failure of the discharge. 
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Three main types have been used to produce atoms. 

The low frequency electrode discharge or Wood's tube. 

The radio frequency or electrodeless discharge, 

operating at a frequency of a few mHz. 

The microwave discharge which operates at a frequency 

of2500 - 3000 mHz. 

The earliest system was due to Wood (W0021), and 

consisted of a U-tube, one to two metres long, with a 

stream of gas passing through the arms and being withdrawn 

from the middle, pressures in the tube being between 0.5 

and 5.0 torr. 	The gas was dissociated by a discharge 

between aluminium electrodes situated at the ends of the 

arms, to which an AC voltage of 2KV at 50Hz was applied. 

This achieved about 50% dissociation of the gas (P0037) but 

had the disadvantage that the electrodes were in contact 

with the atom stream, allowing the atoms formed to attack 

the electrode surface, and causing the risk of contamination 

of the atom stream (L1N56). 

The problem of this attack on the electrodes can be 

obviated by use of the radiofrequency 'electrodeless' 

discharge which also has the advantage that no special dis-

charge tube is required. 	The electrode assembly outside 

the tube.rnay consist either of two electrodes wrapped round 

the tube (capacitative coupling) or of a coil of copper wire 

wound round the tube (inductive coupling). 	(The former is 

to be preferred, however, since it gives a discharge over 

• wider pressure range (H0R69)). 	The power is supplied by 

• radiofrequency generator operating between 1 and 30 MHz 
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with a power output of up to 200 Watts. 	This type of dis- 

charge can operate efficiently at lower pressures than a 

Wood's tube and has an upper pressure limit of about 10 torr. 

Care must be taken in this system and the Wood's tube that 

stray fields are not generated in the discharges, since 

these may affect instruments in the vicinity. 

Microwave discharges, operating at 2500 - 3000 MHz 

with power outputs of several hundred Watts are the most 

recent developments in discharges. 	The discharge is 

generated inside a quartz tube passing through a tunable 

resonance cavity coupled to a waveguide leading from a 

microwaveource. 	This arrangement is suitable for use 

at pressures of up to 15 or 20 torr. 

Both radiofrequency and microwave discharges have 

been used to produce the following atoms from their parent 

molecules in the presence of an inert gas: hydrogen, 

oxygen, nitrogen and the halogens. 

Table 2.2 summarises the yields so obtained. 
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%Dissoc. Power Frequency Pressure Reference 
Gas of Parent (Watts) (MHZ) (torr) 

Molecule 

Hydrogen 90 100 3000 0.5 SHA59 

not quoted 50 2927 3-48 GRE59 

;4 - 1 350 18 2 CLY63 

½ - S 350 18 0.8-4 

20 150 18 2-4 DAL67 

10-50 - 33 1-20 D0D69 

Oxygen - 70 2-6 0.05-2 L1N56 

½-5 350 18 - CLY63 

Nitrogen ½-2 350 20 1.26-6.32 

• -1 1.8 

Halogens 

• C1 2  8-18 - - 0.2-0.7 R0D33 

• 	upto 106 100 2450 - OGR61 

1 2/Br2  80-100 - 450 	• - GAR58 

(2) Thermal Dissociation. 	This has been used by LeRoy 

(LER53) to produce H atoms, the source being a tungsten 

filament, electrically heated to about 1700 0K, placed in a 

stream of hydrogen. 	Concentrations of H of about 0.1% of 

the original H2  are produced : this may be compared with 

the dissociation caused by discharges as given by table 2.2 

above. 	Recently hydrogen atom concentrations of 'good' 

intensity have been produced by thermal dissociation in a 

tungsten tube heated electrically to 3000 0K(MAR66). 	However 

it would he difficult to cool the atom stream sufficiently 
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to prevent thermal decomposition of the reactants added 

to the atoms at a later stage. 

From the point of view of percentage dissociation 

table 2.2 indicates that microwave discharges are superior 

to r.f. discharge units but as to pressure range, according 

to Jennings (JEN61) r.f. discharges work better at lower 

pressures. 	His evidence seems to be based solely on the 

work of Greaves and Linnett (GRE59) who found that a micro-

•wave discharge could be sustained in hydrogen only over the 

pressure range 3-48 torr. 	Since it was intended to work 

at pressures less than 3 torr an r.f. discharge was chosen 

as a source of hydrogen atoms. 

It is interesting to note that Ogryzlo's high yields 

(OGR61) were achieved only after he had coated the inside 

of his discharge tube with an oxyacid. 	This procedure was 

not adopted by the other workers although it was noted in 

some cases (GRE59), that 'wet' gases gave higher dis-

sociations under comparable power and pressure conditions. 

This seems to be due to some catalytic process occurring in 

thedischarge rather than to the possible poisoning of the 

walls of the system by the impurity, as has been suggested 

by Wood (W0022). 	Poisoning of the walls is desirable, and 

it is known that water deposited on the walls is a good 

agent for preventing atom recombination (P0037), but the char-

acteristics of the impurity effect suggest that some homo-

geneous mechanism increases the yield of atoms, rather than 

that the heterogeneous recombination of the atoms is 

decreased. 	It has been shown (DAL67) that if the impurity 
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is removed by cold trapping, the atom production rate 

drops immediately; were the effect due to poisoning, it 

would be expected that the removal of the impurity would 

cause a slower change in rate, since the absorbed impurity 

would take some time to desorb. 	In order to purposely 

poison the walls for atom reconthination, it is the practice 

either to coat the walls with boric acid or to treat them 

witha mixture of dichloro-dimethyl-silane and trichioro-methyl-

silane; even in these cases, traces of water vapour appear 

to help in inhibiting surface recoinbinations. 

2.3 DetecEion of Hydrogen Atoms 

Apart from the conventional methods of following 

chemical reactions by product analysis, pressure change 

etc., (MEL64), a variety of techniques has been used to 

determine H atom concentrations in reaction systems. 	Their 

usefulness is dependent on the extent to which they are 

quantitative and specific, and they are mainly used for 

discharge-flow experiments. 

Wrede-Harteck gauges (WRE29) give absolute atom con-

centrations although they cannot distinguish between 

different atomic species. 	These gauges d2pend upon the 

steady-state pressure difference which is established when 

the atoms and molecules being studied effuse through a 

small orifice on to a catalyst which recombines atoms and 

only molecules effuse back into the main stream. 	Such 

gauges are normally limited to low total pressures by their 

response time, which is determined by the volume of the gauge 
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and the need to keep the dimensions of the orifice or 

slit small compared to the mean free path (GRE59). 

Catalytic probes, which depend on the heat released 

when atoms recombine on an efficient catalyst, provide a con-

venient non-specific method for measuring atom concentrations. 

Relative concentrations can be determined simply by mounting 

the catalyst on the tip of a fine thermocouple and measuring 

thee.m.f. produced (L1N56). 	Absolute concentrations are 

best measured with the isothermal calorimetric probe developed 

by Tollef son and LeRoy (T0L48), in which the detector is a 

platinum spiralforming one arm of a Wheatstone Bridge. 	The 

spiral is maintained at constant temperature (resistance) by 

varying the current through the bridge so that it remains 

balanced. 	In this way constant heat losses are maintained 

and the rate of atom recombination on the detector can be 

determined from the difference in electrical powers dissipated 

in the spiral, knowing the heat of récombination. Careful 

design is important as the efficiency with which hydrogen 

atoms recombine on a platinum surface is low at room 

temperature although it increases with temperature (W0061). 

A further advantage of working at elevated temperatures is 

a reduction in the rate of surface poisoning (F0X59). 	Errors 

due to the incomplete release of the heat of recombination 

on the surface and to change in thermal conductivity of the 

gas with its degree of dissociation appear to be small, 

although diffusion effects can introduce serious errors if 

gas flow is not rapid enough (SCH62). 
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The electron spin resonance spectrum of the hydrogen 

atom provides a very sensitive method of detecting hydrogen 

atoms, the spectrum consisting of a widely spaced doublet 

(BER52). 	Normally the spectrum is displayed in a dif- 

ferential form which is obtained by applying a small 

sinusoidal modulation to the magnetic field as it is 

swept through the resonance, the microwave output being 

passed through a phase sensitive detector locked to the 

modulation signal. 	The greatest sensitivity is obtained 

under conditions. where the modulation amplitude corresponds 

roughly to line width; this introduces a certain amount 

of distortion. The dependence of the line width on the 

spin-spin relaxation time and hence on the number of 

collisions with other particlesparticularly with other 

hydrogen atoms, introduces a further complication (BAR62). 

The use of oxygen gas to calibrate an e.s.r. spectrometer 

for concentration measurements is discussed by Kronberg 

and Strandberg (KR059) and by Westenberg and de Hass (WES64). 

They show that the integrated absorption in a line is pro-

portional to the number of hydrogen atoms present and is 

unaffected by modulation distortion (HAL60) and variationof 

the spin-spin relaxation time. 	The technique has been 

developed so that it is now extremely sensitive, allows 

essentially unambiguous identification with little inter-

ference, has considerable generality and possesses the 

advantage of any spectroscopic method of not perturbing 

the system. 	 . 

In an attempt to eliminate the complications of the 

diffusion problem inherent in the catalytic probe type of 
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detector Michael and Weston (M1066) developed Lyman-ac 

absorption photometry as a means of detecting H atoms. 

The method uses a hydrogen-neon lamp emitting Lyman-oc 

radiation at 12169 and a nitric oxide filled ion chamber 

which serves as a detector. A photometric calibration 

curve was obtained by using titration with NO 2  as an 

absolute measure of H concentration. 	The technique has 

been used in conjunction with flash photolysis (BRA67) and 

a pulse radiolysis method for the production of ground 

state hydrogen atoms (EYR70). 

Hydrogen atom concentrations can be determined directly 

in discharge flow experiments with a mass spectrometer by 

using a molecular beam inlet system arranged so that parti-

des can pass directly into the ionizing region of the 

spectometer without colliding with any surfaces (F0N53). 

Hydrogen atoms can be measured provided the electron energy 

used and the composition of the gases are not such that any 

otherspecies (e.g. H 2  ) makes an overwhelming contribution 

to masspeak 1. 	Phillips and Schiff (PH162), using a fast- 

flow reactor coupled to a mass spectrometer, were able to 

identify H atoms simply by sampling through a pinhole 

punched in a pyrex thimble. 	However, their results indicate 

that only a rough guide to H atom concentration was obtained. 

A sophisticated mass spectrometric method of investigating 

reactions involving hydrogen atoms, using gas diffusion in 

a flow, has been developed by Dodonov and co-workers (D0D66). 

Their main attention was directed to the solution of problems 

connected with specific difficulties in the mass spectrometry 
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of radicals, namely the disappearance of radicals in the 

inlet system and differentiation of their mass spectra from 

the molecular backgrcund. 	The first difficulty was 

overcome by admitting the gas as a modulated molecular beam, 

and the second by obtaining mass spectra of a single or a 

few lines, using various ionization techniques. 	Deter- 

mination of the atomic hydrogen concentration in the reactor 

was made spectrometrically from the mass 1 peak, with a 

correction factor to allow for the contribution to mass 1 

from the dissociation of molecular hydrogen. 

The Bendix 'Time of Flight' mass spectrometer has been 

coupled to a fast-flow system and used for measuring H atom 

concentrations(ARR65). 	Samples from the gas stream were 

obtained through a pinhole In a teflon wall at the end of 

the reaction tube. 	This technique has the advantage that 

reactants and products as well as H atoms can be measured 

directly with the spectrometer. 

A variety of methods for the detection and estimation 

of hydrogen atoms depend on their high chemical reactivity. 

The introduction of metal oxides into reactions (IvIEL49) has 

been used frequently for. their estimation and hydrogen atoms 

have also been determined by introducing para-hydrogen into 

the reaction'system (MEL49) and following the rate of 

reaction, 	 ' 

H + p-H2 	o-H2  + H 

A disadvantage of the method is that conversion is also 

catalysed by parainagnetic substances such as other radicals 

that may be present in the reaction system. 
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Due to the lack of specificity in the thermal methods 

and the .Wrede gauge, the search for more specific means 

of determining H atom concentrations has led to the 

development of the gas titration technique.. Hydrogen 

can be estimated by titration with NO 2 (CLY62), the reactions 

involved being, 

H+NO2  = 	OH+N0  

• 	H + NO = 	HNO*  
* 

HNO = 	HNO + hV  

H + UNO = 	H2  + NO  

OH+OH = 	1120+0  

0+ NO2 = 	02 + NO '(6) 

•O+NO NO2 * (7) 

• 	NO2 * = 	NO2  + hV . 	(8) 

Reactions 	(3) and (8) produce the so-called air afterglow. 

If the injected NO 2  is just sufficient to react with all of 

the H by (1) and all of the 0 produced, by (6), then no air 

afterglow will appear; but if the added NO 2  is not suf-

ficient for this, then the air afterglow will appear. 	At 

the end-point, when the glow is just extinguished, the con- 

centration of added NO 2  will be 1.5 times the H concentration. 

This technique depends on the absence of other means of 

removing OH, such as 

OH+H2  = H 2  0 + H 	• 	 (9) 

OH+O 	= 0 2  + H 	 (10) 

since this will distort the mechanism as given in the simple 

sáheme above. Kaufman (DEL62) found that OH was destroyed 

by (10), 'and estimated that (9) was also important; the 
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rate constant of (10) was estimated as being about 0.2 

of that of 

0+NO2  = 0 2 +NO 	 (6) 

In the titration system, which differed from Kaufman's 

in that excess of NO2  was present, the effect of (10) is 

probably small. 	Kaufman also estimated an activation 

energy of 6.5 Kcal.mole 1  for (9); this differs from the 

1OKcal.mole 1  estimated by Fenimore, Avramenko, Lorentzo 

and Jones (FEN58). 	Baldwin has also shown that the lower 

activation for (9) is unlikely. 	Thus, it appears that 

the higher activation energy is the more probable, and 

reaction (.9).wili be important only in the presence ofa 

large excess of hydrogen. 

Although titration methods are useful in many 

studies, they tend to be unreliable when applied to any 

but the simples systems, since, for the method to be useful, 

the other reactants present must not interfere with the 

titration mechanism. 	Thus, in the study of the reactions 

of H with olef ins, titrations with NO 2  cannot be used, due 

to the interactions of alkyl radicals with iitrants, 

resulting in the irreversible removal of the titrant mole- 

cules. 	The titrations may only be used in the absence of 

the olefins, to determine the initial atom concentrations., 

and so cannot be used to observe the'decay of the H atom 

concentration during the reaction with olefin: for this, some 

other method, such as the catalytic probe or the isothermal 

calorimeter, must be used. 
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2.4 Methods of Analysing Reactants and Products 

For stable species that can exist for some hours 

under normal laboratory conditions the technique 'par 

excellence' is gas-chromatography and to a lesser extent 

rnass-spectrometry. 

Gas-chromatogra2 hy  

The impact of gas-chromatographic analysis on 

experimental gas kinetics, over the last 15 years or so has 

been considerable, and it has virtually superseded all other 

means of quantitative analysis previously used. 	Not only 

has it made possible studies of reactions which could not 

be at€empted before, but it has shown that much of the data 

obtained by older less reliable methods such as total 

pressure measurement in closed systems, or low temperature 

distillation, etc. were inaccurate. 

In its most usual form a gas-chromatographic unit for 

use i.n gas kinetic situations has the outline shown, 

vacuum 	 reaction 
system 	 vessel 

carrier 	 rsamplinc  
gas 	 va-ive - - - 	columni 	-Idetector 

supply 	 pr loop 

Small discrete gas samples to he analysed are taken from the 

reaction mixture by a sampling valve or loop and injected into 

the flow of the inert carrier gas which passes into the 

chromatographic column. 	The mixture is separated into its 

constituents and their concentrations are separately measured 
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by the detector as they emerge from the column. Very 

high separating efficiencies from 10 3  to 10 4  plates are 

relatively easily obtained. 	Analysis time can be as low 

as a few seconds in favourable cases and quite difficult 

separations may take only a few minutes. Very sensitive 

detectors can measure accurately (to better than 1%) the 

composition of samples of 101°  moles. 	The method is 

general, virtually all volatilizable compounds can be 

analysed, and compounds differing only very slightly, e.g. 

isorneric forms, are readily distinguished and so their 

interconversion and other reactions can be studied. 	However, 

it is inapplicable to reactive intermediates such as atoms 

and free radicals and so it must be used in conjunction with 

some other method (see section on detection of H atoms) if 

a complete study of a reaction involving such species is 

desired. 

Mass- spectrometry 

For the chemical analysis of reaction mixtures of stable 

species mass-spectrometry has largely been superseded by 

gas-chromatography. 	This is due to the complex. nature of 

mass-spectra, which arises since nearly every possible fragment 

ion is formed to some extent from each molecule present in 

the sample mixture, compared to the simple nature of chroma-

tograins where each component yields only a single peak. 

However a number of features make mass-spectrometry very 

suitable for the study of unstable reactive intermediate 

reaction products such as ions, atoms and radicals. 	The 

low pressure existing in a typical mass spectrometer allows 
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the species to travel in virtually collision-free paths 

during analysis so that the loss due to reactive collisions 

with other gas-phase species or with the walls of the 

instrument are minimized. Also the time of flight through 

an instrument is very short, typically 10 Dsec  or less, so 

that species with very short dissociative lifetimes can 

be studied. 	Ions produced in external reaction systems 

such as flames, explosions electric discharges, shock tubes, 

photolyses, and radiolyses can be introduced by collision-

free molecular beam sampling systems into the mass spectro- 

meter for analysis and measurement. 	Free radicals can 

be similarly introduced and their presence detected by 

making use of the fact that the appearance potential for 

the radical ion obtained directly from the radical is lower 

than that of the same ion when obtained from a molecule. 

The difference is equal to or greater than the energy 

required to produce the radical from the molecule by 

dissociation. 	For example, Barker, Keil, Michael and 

Osborne (BAR70) used a 'time of flight' mass spectrometer 

to investigate the addition of H atoms to ethylene. 	As 

well as being able to determine the concentration of 

hydrogen atoms their technique established that the major 

products were methane, ethane and methyl radicals with only 

minute traces of C 3  and C 4  compounds. 

Several studies of the H-ethylene reaction have been 

reported recently and table 2.3 lists these together with 

the techniques used to monitor reactants and products and 

the results obtaineth 
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Table 2.3 

H+C2H4 k1 C 2  H  5 

H Atom 
Detection 

Products 
Detection 

k1 	-1 	•1 (1.mole sec ) Reference 

catalytic gas 1.02 x 10 8  
probe chromatography (2 torr) KN069 

electron 1.02 	" 
spin - (2.4 torr) WES69 

resonance 

Lyman- 	 . - 2.1" 
rhotoinetry . (4 torr) BAR70 

time of flight - 
2.4 	" 	.. 

mass. spectrometry (4 torr) 

Lyman- - 2.0 
photometry (10 torr) KUR70 

- gas 1.2 	" 

chromatography (8 torr) HAL70 

mass spectrometry mass 5.1 	" 
spectrometry (10 torr) D0D69 

Lyman- - 5.4 	U  
photometry (700 torr) EYR70 
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CHAPTER 

APPARATUS AND EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 
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3. 	Apparatus and Experimental Procedure 

The flow system consisted of a long, wide-bore tube, 

through which a mixture of 2-5% hydrogen in argon could be 

passed, at a pressure in the region 0.6-3.6 torr. 	Before 

the gases entered the tube, they passed through a radio-

frequency electrodeless discharge, which dissociated 

approximately 20% of the hydrogen. At a short distance 

after the discharge, an inlet was provided for the intro-

duction of gaseous titrants into the system. 

After titration, the reaction was studied by analysing 

the reaction mixture at various distances down the tube, 

for both hydrogen and hydrocarbon products. Product 

samples were withdrawn for analysis by a probe which could 

be moved axially along the flow tube; the atom concentration 

was measured by a catalytic probe assembly, which was also 

axially movable. 

The complete apparatus can be considered as four separate 

sections. 	These are: 

the gas-handling system; 

theflow tube and discharge; 

the sampling and gas chromatography analysis 
system; 	 S 	 - 

the catalytic probe. 

3.1 The Gas-handling System (Figure 3.1) 

(For clarity figure 3.1, is a simplified drawing of 

this part of the apparatus.) 

This was designed for storage, and to deliver the 

correct flowrates, of the four different types of gases 

involved, namely (a) hydrocarbon, (b) nitrogen dioxide, 
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(c) argon, and (d) hydrogen. 

Hydrocarbon system 

The main storage was in a 1OL bulb with 31 and 21 bulbs' 

as subsidiaries (not illustrated). 	The hydrocarbon flowed 

from the 10L bulb via a glass capillary resistance. through 

the jet inlet system and then into the flow tube. 

Nitrogen Dioxide system 

The gas was contained in a 21 bulb, connected to a 21 storage 

bulbwi'thcold fingei, and linked also to a spiral gauge for 

pressure measurement (both not shown). 	The NO2  flowed from 

the 21 bulb via a capillary resistance through the jet inlet 

into the flot1  tube in a similar fashion to the 'hydrocarbon. 
and (d) Argon and Hydrogen system. 

A 21 bulb was used as a ballast volume to preserve a constant 

flowrate. 	The gas, from a cylinder, passed via a capillary 

to the 21 bulb. 	The outlet was through a second capillary 

after which the hydrogen and argon mixed prior to their 

passing through the discharge tube. 

The volumes of the globes mentioned above were found 

by evacuating them and expanding air into them from a globe 

of known volume; measurement of the pressure change in the 

two linked gloles allowed a simple Boyle's Law calculation to 

find the unknown volume. , The pressures in the globes used 

for hydrogen argon and hydrocarbon were measured by manometers 

contai.ning mercury. 	Since NO2  attacks mercury, the pressure 

in the NO2  globe was measured with a calibrated spiral gauge. 

The flowrates of the gases were calculated in two ways. 

The hydrocarbon, NO 2  and H 2  gas flows were non-turbulent 
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and Poiseuille's equation, for laminar flow through the 

outlet capillaries, was applied,, namely, 

F =(Pl2 ...p2)r4 	 (1) 
16LRT 

where F = flowrate in moles sec 

inlet pressure 

P0= ontlt pressure 

L and R are the length and radius of the capillary 

= viscosity of the gas 

Since PV= nRT 

• dn(=F).=dp V 
dt 	dtRT 

Substituting for F in (11 gives 

• 	 '2 	4 dP P 11 r 
o 

Integration gives 

1 _l _7çr 
4 

Pt Pi167LV 

Pt = pressure at time t 

initial pressure 

Thus a plot of Vs t yields a straight line of gradient 

16? LV 

V the volume of the bulb is known so that 16 LRT (=c) can 

be found.. 

From (1) F = cP 2  and F can be found simply by 

measurement of the bulb pressure at that temperature (t). 

The measurement of the NO 2  flowrate is complicated by 

the fact that at most pressures NO 2  is in equilibrium with 

,<& 

EISTRY 
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a significant porportion of N 204 . To find the flowrate of 

NO 2 , it is necessary to know the equilibrium constant for, 

2 	- 2 	24 

It is assumed that at flowrate pressures the gas is corn-

pletely dissociated into NO 2  and that the gas in the globe 

is always in a state of equilibrium, since the flow is 

small. Factors to take account of this were calculated 

from the data of Verhoek and Daniels (VER31) who studied 

the variation of the equilibrium with total pressure. The 

calculation is given in appendix 1. 

The argon flowrate could not be calculated in this 

way since the gas flow was turbulent at the pressures reT 

quired and this invalidates Poisseuille's equation. A 

calibration curve was constructed instead. As the argon 

escaped from the outlet capillary the decay of bulb pressure 

with time was noted over a large pressure range. A graph 

of pressure versus time was plotted and then with the aid 

of a computer a polynomial fit applied to the curve so that 

pressure (P) could be expressed as a function of time (t 

This enabled dP 	
dP dn 

to be calculated and since 	= 	RT then 

dn (= flowrate) could be found. A calibration curve of 
Tt- 
flowrate versus pressure was then plotted (Figure 3.4). 

3.2 The Flow Thbe and Discharge (Figures 3.2) 

The flow system consisted of a 28 mm diameter pyrex tube, 

70 cm in length. This was surrounded by a vapour jacket of 

somewhat larger tubing, through which water or the vapour of 

boiling liquids could be passed to regulate the temperature 
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of the system. 	This jacket was fitted with B14 cone and 

socket joints, on which the boiler and condenser for vapour 

could be fitted when required. At the inlet end of the main 

tube a B34 socket was fitted, and 15cm. from the downstream 

end was a T-junction, which led, via a B34 cone and socket 

connection, and thence to the pump. The extreme downstream 

end of the tube was used to admit the probes for determining 

atom concentrations and sampiing.tiie reaction mixture. 

The pump used to produce the fast flow was an Edwards 

1SC 900 single stage rotary pump, which had a pumping speed 

of 900 litres per minute. This pump was connected to the 

ou•tlët of the large cold trap by a metal coupling and four 

feet of heavy-duty rubber radiator hosepipe, of 2 inches 

diameter. 

The discharge system was situated underneath the flow 

tube and was connected to it by a right angle bend in 14 mm 

diameter tubing leading to the B34 cone which fitted the 

socket at the upstream end of the flow tube. Also incorpor-

ated in this B34 cone and passing axially down the flow tube 

was the titrant inlet. This was made up of 5 mm diameter 

pyrex tubing terminating in a jet inlet system (figures 3.3) 

consisting of 37 glass capillaries of 1 mm diameter arranged 

radially. This arrangement ensured that good mixing of the 

reactant gases was obtained. 

The, discharge itself was produced inside a 14 mm diameter 

quartz tube. 	Two' coils of copper tubing, 7 mm in diameter 

and 10 cm. apart,' were wrapped round the tube and connected 

to the terminals of a radiofrequency transmitter (Wolf endale 
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Electronics Ltd., Bournemouth) which was operated at a 

frequency of 18 Hz., with a power output of 100-150 watts 

at 5 ky. The discharge tube and coils were enclosed in an 

outer glass tube and cold water was passed through the coil 

and around the tube. This kept the gas inside the tube and 

the coils at cold water temperature. 

It was found, by NO 2  titration, that about 20% dissoc-

iation of the H2  in a 5% H 2/i..z mixaure could be obtained 

without difficulty. The walls of the system were coated with 

a mixture of dichiorodimethyl-silane, and trichloro-methyl-

silane, which effectively poisoned the wa].ls towards H atom 

recominat ion. 

Pressure measurement in the flow tube was by means of a 

vacuostat attached near the outlet. 

3.3 The Sampling and Gas ChromatograpyAna1ysis System 
(Figure 3.5) 

The probe for removing samples from the system was made 

of 5 mm diameter pyrex tubing, which entered the flow tube via 

a coupling at the extreme downstream end of the tube. The 

probe could be moved axially along the tube, so that samples 

could be taken at any position. At the end, the probe widened 

to a diameter of 7 mm and contained a small roll of platinum 

foil; this was capped with silver gauze and the function of 

both metals was to recombine H atoms present at the moment 

of sampling. After exiting from the system, the probe was 

connected to the rest of the sample system by a 3 ft. length 

of 5 mm diameter nylon tubing. This flexible junction allow-

ed the probe to be moved along the flow tube. 
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Samples for analysis were withdrawn through the probe 

and nylon tube into an evacuated 150 ml. capacity T3pler 

pump. A sample collected over a period of 5 minutes under 

average conditions of pressure (1.5 torr) and concentration 

was sufficient for analysis and this was pumped to the chrom-

atography injector system. Two different types of column 

were used for different separations. 

Five feet of 'Porapak Q'  80/100 mesh, was used for the 

separation of hydrocarbons and olef ins up to C 3 . The running 

temperature was 40
0C maintained by a glass sleeve surrounded 

by heating wire and suitably insulated with asbestos string. 

15 feet of adetonyl acetone (hexane-2,5-di.one) on 60/80 

mesh celite (3%) kept at 0
0C with a one foot column of 20% 

dinonyl phthalate on 60/80 mesh celite at either end gave 

good separations of all the alkanes and alkenes between C2  

and C4 . 

The columns used were in the shape of U-tubes, and cons-

isted of 4 mm internal diameter pyrex tubes. Column (b) was 

made up of three such U-tubes, each five feet in length, with 

short capillary connections between them. To cut, down dead 

space within the chromatography system, all connections bet--

ween the injector and the column and between the column and 

the detector were of 0.3 mm bore capillary. For the same 

reason, and also to prevent absorption of products in tap 

grease, Hone instrument valves (Hone instruments Limited, 

London) were used instead of stopcocks in the chromatography 

system. 
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Hydrogen was used as a carrier gas in both these 

columns,, the flowrate in both cases being about 40 ml. min. 

After leaving the columns the gas joined a second stream, 

also flowing at 40 ml. min 	and passed into a flame ionis- 

ation detector, where it was burned in a stream of air flowing 

-1 at 800 ml. mm. 

The potential between the electrodes of the detector was 

maintained at 270 V by means of three 90V radio batteries 

arranged in series. Output from the detector was amplified 

by a Vibron electrometer and resistance unit, and was fed 

into a lmV. pen recorder, via a resistance network, so that 

full deflection of the Vibron would give lmV. input to the 

recorder. 

The area of each peak was measured with a Perkin-Elmer 

integrator coupled to the recorder. From these peaks the 

relative amounts of each compound present in any given sample 

could be determined. The analytical procedure depended on 

finding the relative amounts of all of.the components of the 

mixture, and, knowing that they had all come from a measured 

amount of starting material, the concentration of each comp-

onent could be calculated. 

3.4 The catalytic Probe - Measurement of H Concentration. 

The measurement of (H) can be achieved by NO 2  titration, 

as long as no interfering radicals are present (page 41) 

This method cannot be used during an experiment with hydro-

carbon, and so the catalytic probe was selected as a suit-

able means of measuring the atom concentration during these 

reactions. 
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The arrangement used was a small piece of gold foil; 

about 2 mm square mounted on one junction of a platinum/ 

platinum-rhodium thermocouple. The other junction of the 

thermocouple was situated about 2 mm away and was coated with 

clean glass, so that no re-combination of atoms would occur 

on it. When this whole assembly was placed in the fl'ow tube, 

the temperature difference was that due to the recombination 

of H atoms on the' gold, independent of the temperature at which 

the reaction was taking place. The leads of the thermocouple 

were encased in 5 mm diameter pyrex tube, and passed out of the 

system by the same exit as the sample probe. The leads were 

then connected directly to a.lmV. Kent pen recorder, so that 

the e.m.f. of the thermocouple could he read directly. 

Since this gave only relative atom concentrations, the 

probe was calibrated at the start of each run by comparing the 

e.m.f. of the thermocouple withthe result of an NO 2  titration,, 

which gave the absolute value of (H). The NO 2  titration 

involved the addition of a gradually increasing amount of NO 2  

to the atom steam at a measured flowrate. At the equivalence 

point the air afterglow is extinguished and (NO 2 ) = 1.5(H)' 

(page 42). 	The absolute value of (H) then allowed the 

response of the probe to be calibrated. 

3.5 Reagents. 

The gases used in these experiments were supplied from 

two sources. Hydrogen, argon and air were supplied by the 

British Oxygen Co.; NO 2 , ethylene, propen.e, and 1-butene by 

Matheson Gases Inc. 
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Hydrogen and argon were supplied in cylinders of 200 

cubic feet capacity. The only purification required was to 

remove oxygen with columns of manganous oxide supported on 

celite. The MnO was made in situ by reduction of Mn0 2  at 

2000C with hydrogen. 

All of the other reagents were used without purification, 

since mall cases they were at least 99.9% pure. 	It was 

found that the lecture bottle size of cylinder was the most 

useful and economical method of obtaining these gases. 

3.6 Problems in the Use of the Apparatus. 

There are several difficulties associated with the use 

of flow systems, the neglect of which can lead to erroneous 

results. 	The main sources of possible error are: 

pressure drop along the length of the system; 

insufficient mixing of the reactants; 

unreliability of the catalytic probe. 

As has been mentioned earlier (page 50), the flowrate and 

concentration estimations will be affected by the pressure 

drop in the system, going from end to end. 

From Poisseuille's Equation, 

= (P 21 7N r 
m 	l6Lr'/RT 

= - = molar flowrate in 	dt 

Now since PV = nRT 

then dv dnRT = 

So the volume flowrate, 
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F = (P2 -P1)TVr 

16 LI Pay. 
(P = 'averag& pressure) 
av 

2 	2 	 2 
and the linear flowrate F 1  = 2 1 r 2 
	(dividing by 7cr ) 

16LPav 

assuming P 2  P1  

2Pav.APr 2 	APr2  
F1_16LPav  

So 	A P = 8F1L/r2  

With r2  = 1.96cm. 2 , L = 20.0cm., F 1  = 2000cm.sec. 	and 

'7 	2.22x10 	poise. 	- 

P = 0.02 torr approximately. 

Since the total pressure is about 2 torr, this will 

constitute abou.t a 1% error, which is not likely to be import-

ant. 	This disposes of KauEman'.s objection to flow systems 

(KAU61). 

The mixing of the reactants after injection of the tit-

rants is very important since, if this is not complete, the 

calculated concentrations might be considerably in error. 

Titration experiments showed a flat flame front about 2 mm 

from the end of the inlet capillary system. This indicates 

that mixing is very rapid and uniform and is complete within 

a few mm (10 4 sec.). 	This is a considerable improvement over 

other inlet systems, where the first few milliseconds of 

reaction have to be ignored because of the rather nebulous 

atom and radical 'soup' produced by incomplete mixing. 



The catalytic ,  probe technique has been criticized on 

three accounts: 

the metal catalyst may become poisoned 

the action of the probe can cause high estimations of 

atom concentration• 

(c) the readings may be distorted by diffusion effects. 

Various metals were examined as a catalyst for. the probe 

and gold proved to be the most successful. However, over the 

length of time it took to complete a run it was found that 

some diminution of the probe response did occur. The proilem 

was overcome by adopting the following procedure1 prior to 

each i-un. The catalyst was first heated to redness with a 

small flame. This made the catalyst extremely active. The 

activity was then reduced by exposing the foil to NO 2  for a 

few seconds, which removed the most active sites by partial 

poisoning. 

Reproducable readings were then obtained, for both incr -

easing and decreasing distances from the inlet. 

There is also the possibility (STE31) that, when atoms 

combine on the catalyst, a local pressure gradient is created, 

which could pump atoms on to the surface and cause overestim-

ations, but if the atom flow is small compared with the total 

flow, as in these experiments, the pressure drop will be 

small compared to the total pressure, and so this effect will 

be small.  

Kondratiev (ICON 61) criticized LeRoy's use of the iso- 

• thermal calorimeter by showing that the apparent rate of decay 

of (H) as measured by this method i.s not a true measure of the 
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rate constant, due to diffusion effects. However, it has 

been established that in a flow system similar to ours 

(DAL67) the diffusion effect is in fact small, and the rate 

of decay of (H) will give the true rate constant. 

3.7 Experimental Procedure. 

Prior to a series of experiments the following procedure 

was carried out. Thef low tube was washed with detergent 

followed by distilled water an& it was then cleaned with 4% 

aqueous' HF solution. Another rinse with distilled water was 

followed by acetone to dry the tube. The coating material 

was then applied by washing the tube with a 25m1. portion of 

25m1. dichioro-dirnethyl silane and 25ml. trichioro-methyl'' 

silane in 500m1. of carbon tetrachioride. After drying with 

compressed air, the flow tube was ready for use and was fixed 

in position on the apparatus. This procedure was repeated 

whenever the flow tube showed signs of high catalytic activity 

towards atom recombiriation, which happened on average after 

about 15 runs. 

An experimental run was started by setting up suitable 

flowrates of argon and hydrogen through the discharge, and 

switching the generator on. The system was then left, running 

for 20 minutes so that conditions would stabilise; this time 

was not critical, since the catalytic probe showed that the H 

atom concentration stabilised within 10 minutes. 	The flowrate 

of argon was read from the calibration graph, after reading 

the argon bulb pressure, and the hydrogen flowrate calculate&. 

assuming Poisseuilie's equation applied and knowing the 
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hydrogen bulb pressure. The flowrate of H was determined 

by NO 2  titration, giving (H) 0 , the concentration of H at 

time T =0. 

The NO 2  flow'was turned off and the hydrocarbon admitted 

to react with the H atoms. Samples were then taken at var-

ious distances along the tube, and collected and analysed as 

described previously. At this point flows were stopped for 

a short period while the sample probe was replaced by the 

catalytic probe. Pumping was then resumed and a further 20 

minutes allowed for stabilization; it was verified by NO 2  

titration that this stopping and restarting had no effect on 

H atom production; (H) was now measured, both with and with-

out added hydrocarbon, as a function of distance after inject-

ion. The plots of H-decay in the absence of titrant showed 

little decrease in (H) on going down the tube, indicating 

that gas phase recorabination of H was not important. 

From the knowledge of flowrates and amounts of gases 

passing through the flow tube, concentrations were calculated 

for each constituent in the reaction mixture. 	Changes in 

concentration were determinable and so reaction-time plots 

could be produced, since reaction time may be found by div-

iding the distance after, injection by the total flowrate. 

calculation of run parameters 

The experiütental results and calculations for a typical 

run were: 
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NOTES 

Pressure in the hydrogen bulb = 229.4 torr 	 (a) 

So hydrogen molecule flowrate = 4.02xlO 0x(229.4) 2  

= 2.115x10 5  mole sec 

• Pressure in argon bulb 	= 468.9 torr 

So argon flowrate (from cali- 	 5 	 1 
bration graph) 	 = 20.0X10 mole sec 	(b) 

Pressure in NO 2  bulb at end 
point 	 = 214.3 torr. 

So NO 2  flowrate 	 = 2.34xl0 0x(214.3) 2xc. 	(c) 

= 1.605x10 5 1mo1e sec 

(where c is the correction factor for NO 2 N 20 4  eui1ib-

rium see appendix 1) 

So hydrogen atom flowrate 	= 2/3x(1.605xl 5 ) mole sec 1  
- 	 -5 	 - = 1.0/xlO 	mole sec 1 

Pressure in ethylene bulb 	= 932 torr  

So ethylene flowrate 	 = 3.12x11x(93.2)2 -1 

2.710x10 	mole sec 

Total gas flow = (90.000 ± 2.115 + 1.070 + 0.027)x16 5  
mole sec 1  = 93.212x10 5  mole sec 

Pressure in flow tube (from vacuostat) = 1.60 torr 

Temperature in flow tube 	 • 	= 2890K 

PV 	= 	nRT 	 • 

so n/V = P/RT. 

i.e. 	concentration (mole 11) 	= 5.55xl0 5xP(torr) 	•  

Thus the concentration at 1.60 torr = 8.89xlO 5moie l 

 RT 	molar flowrate ()  
Linear flowrates () 	= 	2 x 

= 2.92x10 4x 	(mole sec 1 ) 

P(torr) 

• 	 -1 = 17.02 m sec 
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NOTES 

For H 2  flowrate at 289
0K 

F H2 = c 	(See Page 50) 
2 

c289  = 4.02x10 0  mole sec(torr) 2  
H2  

See Figure 3.4 

For NO 2  flowrate at 289
0K 

FNO = NO xP 2xc(See page 50 and Appendix 1 for c) 
2 

289 	2.34x10 10  mo1esec(torr) 2  CNO =  

c = 1.53 at a hilb pressure of 213.4 torr 

(d). For ethylene flowrate at 289
0K 

Fth = 	(as above) 
 Peth 

289 	 -11 	-1 	-2 
C 	= 3.12x10 	molesec (torr) eth 

concentration (molel) = P(torr)x 

with R= 62.361 ltorr OK_l mole_l and T = 2890K 

-1 	 -5 
This gives concentration(molel ) = 5.55x10 xP(torr) 

PV = nRT 
dn/dt 

Therefore dV/dt(volume flowrate) = Rix 	(dn/dt = molar 
flowrate) 

Hence dL/dt(linear flOwrate) 	
RT 	dt x 

with dn/dt, P,R:T I  as already described and r = 1.4 cm. 

The concentration of each of the gases were calculated 

as follows by proportion. 
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flowrate(mole sec -1 

argon 	90.000x10 5  

H 2 	 2.115 " 

H 	 1.070 

ethylene 	0.027 

total 93.212 

concentration(mole 1_i) 

8. 581x10 5  

	

0.202 	•' 

	

0.102 	11 

0.0025 

8 .89x10 

So from these initial calculations, carried qut for every 

run, the run parameters, of flowrate (and hence the time-scale 

of the reaction) and initial reactant concentration were found. 

From the calculated (H) it was possible to calibrate the probe 

to allow the determination of (H) at any time during the sub- 

sequent reactipn. 

From the determination of hydrocarbon concentration at 

zero time, it is known how many carbon atone are present in 

the system; this must remain constant although the various 

hydrocarbon concentrations change. This latter determination 

and the measured areas of the peaks obtained by chromato-

graphi6 separation of the samples, allowed the absolute 

concentrations of all hydrocarbon constituents to be found. 

For the example above, involving the reation of H with 

ethylene, the initial ethylene concentration is 2.50xl0 8  

mole 1 and so the total carbon atom concentration is 

5.00x10 8  mole 1. 	The areas of the C 1-C peaks, the only 

products, in integrator units; 

iiiethane = 94 

ethylene = 319 

ethane = 23 



Since the size of the peak is dependent on the number 

of carbon atoms, •in the molecule, and also on the type of 

molecule being detected, it is necessary to multiply each of 

the measured areas above by a sensitivity factor. Sternberg 

(STE62) gives the sensitivity of each carbon atom in an 

alkane as unity. Thus the number of carbon atoms in an 

alkane is directly proportional to the area of the chromat-

ographic peak. For olef ins there is a small correction to 

be made, since the sensitivity of an olefinic carbon atom is 

0.95. So for ethylene above the peak area must be.divided 

by this to give a true representation of the actual number of 

carbon atoms present in the ethylene peak. Similarly, the 

average sensitivity of a carbon atom in propene is 0.967 

and in a run in 

must be made. 

in the above we 

methane 

ethylene 

eth ane 

volving propene the. corresponding correction 

Applying the sensitivity factor for ethylene 

obtain relative carbon contents as 
.% 

= 94 	20.7 	 . 

= 336 	74.3 

= 23 	5.0 

Total 453 

The total number of. carbon atoms is therefore 453 in 

arbitrary units. From this we can calculate the fraction of 

the total carbon atom content in each constituent, and thus, 

from the total carbon atom concentration, the absolute concén-

tration of carbon atcms in each constituent.. Division by 

the number of carbon atoms in the molecule then gives the 

molar concentration of each constituent thus: 
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CONSTITUENT 

METHANE 

ETHYLENE 

ETHANE 

Total 

FRACTION OF 
TOTAL CARBON 

0.207 

0.743 

0.050 

1.000 

CONCENTRATION 
OF CARBOf 

• (molel 

1 .O35xlO 8  

3.715 " 

0.250 "  

MOLE CULAR 
CONcENTRA'ION 

(molel 

1. O35x10 

1.857x10 8  

0. 125x108 

Total 5.000x10 
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FIGURE 3.3 
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FIGURE 3.4 
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CHAPTER 4 

THE REACTION OF H WITH ETHYLENE 
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4.1 Experimental 

Runs for the H + ethylene reaction were carried out using 

a variety of different initial ethylene and hydrogen atom 

concentrations. Samples were collected at various distances 

down the tube by Tpler pumping into a sample tube and were 

then analysed by gas chromatography using the Porapak column. 

This gave the relative amounts of methane, ethane and ethylene 

present. The initial injection rate wasmeasured foreach 

run, and from this the amounts of each constituent present 

were determined by the type of calculation described on 

page 65.. The reaction was studied over the temperature range 

275-373 0  K and pressure range 0.6 - 3.6 torr. 	The results 

of a. typical run are given in table 4.1 and figure 4.1. 

4.2 Theory and mechanism. 

The proposed reaction mechanism is 

ki 

H + C 2H4 ±C2H5 S o  C2H5 	 (1) 

H + C 2  H  5 	C2H6 
	

C 2  H  6 	 (2) 

ID 
2CH3  

* 
H + CH3 	

S 
- CH -i. CH4  

D 	- 

*S 
CH3  + CH3 C2H6  .- C 2  H  6 

ID 
H+C2H5  
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This mechanism is similar' to the one proposed by 

Westenberg and de Hass (WE69) who suggested the mechanism 

since methane and ethane were (apparently) the only products 

observable in their system. The product results from their 

investigation agree with those presented here. Since 

negligible amounts of C 3  'or' C4  products are observable in 

this reaction under the conditions described, it has not been 

necessary to include any radical - radical reactions except 

reaction (4). Radical - molecule reactions also appear to 

be unimportant in comparison to atom - radical and atom - 

molecule reactions. This is expected in view of the probable 

two order of magnitude smaller steric factor and significant 

activation energies for the first compared to the second and 

third types of reaction (BEN60), and also the high concentrat-

ion of H atoms present at all stages. 

Each of the four groups of reactions represents the 

formation of vibrat.ionally excited radicals or 'molecules 

(i.e. chemical activation) that'may either decompose or be 

stabilized by collision with a heat bath molecule. 

In the second group of reactions, the excited ethane 

molecules,are formed with an average excess energy of 97.5 

Kcal mole-1  (RAB64). 	There are two possible channels of 

decomposition, but the channel for dissociation to methyl 

radicals is 10 Kcal mo1e lower than that which returns to 

reactant, and it is therefore likely to be the more important. 

Rabincvitch and Setser (See Table 1.1) have made calculations 

for this mode of formation of ethane and predict that stabil-

ization of the excited etriane is unimportant at pressures 
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less than 10 torr. The result is that reaction group two 

yields methyl radicals as the major product. This conclusion 

is in agreement with previous calculations (BAR69), and 

implies that ethyl rapidly attains a steady - state concent- 

ration. 

Rabinovitch and Setser have also performed calculations 

on reaction group (3) in which the excited methane is formed 

with 102 Kcal mo1e excess energy. Their results indicate 

that reaction (3) is fully within the low - pressure or third 

order region. 

Reaction group (4) represents the formation of ethane 

by methyl recomlination. The excited ethane molecules are 

-1 
formed with about 87.4 Fçcal mole excess energy (RA.B64). 

The excited ethane from this reaction group can be stabilized 

more readily than excited ethane from reaction group (2) and 

sháuld therefore dominate ethane production. 

The reaction mechanism thus reduces to 

kal 
H + C 2 H 4 P CH5  

H+C2H5 	•- 2CH3 

H+cH+M y CH4+M 

Cu3  + Cu3 	C 2  H  6 

• 	(1). 

 

 

 

Inspection shown that the rate ot depletion of ethylene 

is given by 

- d C 2 H  4 = ka1  (c 2H4) (H) 
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i.e. 	ka = 
	d (C2H4 ) 't 	(Ethylene) 

(24) ( ) 

d (C2H4) , (H) , ( c 2H4 ) can all be determined from the prod-

uct distance (i.e. time) graphs obtained experimentally 

and this enables k 1 (ethylene) to be calculated. 

With the steady state assumption for ethyl radicals the 

mechanism also predicts 

2 ka1  (H) (c2H4) + d (Ch4) 
 dt 

i.e. ka1  = 	( (H) ± (cH4 ) ) 	(Hydrogen) 

2 (H) (C 9H4 ) 

(H) can be calculated in a similar fashion from the 
al 

product - time graph. kai(H) and  kai(et11ylene) showed good 

agreement in all cases. 	(See below and table 4.2).. 

In practice product concentration (C) was plotted against 

distance from the inlet (Z) and the graph immediately yields 

dc/dZ. Calculation of the total linear flowrates then gives 

dZ/dt and so, 

dC/dt = dC/dZ x dZ/dt 

Table 4.1, and figure 4.1 show respectively conditions, 

results and graph obtained for a typical run. 

For, 
kl * 	S 

H + C 2H4  - 	C2H5 	C2H5  
D 

the apparent rate constant is related to k 1  by 

S 
kal =-k1 	' 



: 

S/D depends on both temperature and pressure so the experim-

entally determined rate constant has to be corrected to be a 

meaningful measure of (1) above. The calculations of 

Rabinovitch and Setser (RA364) enabled them to predict the 

variation of S/D with temperature and pressure (table 16 page 

63) and this was taken into consideration and the appropriate 

correction factors made in the results shown in table 4.2. 

(The data of IAB64 was used to plot s/D against pressure and 

s/D against temperature and the required correction factor 

obtained by extrapolation. The graphs are shown in the 

Appendix). 

4.3 Results 

A plot of 16g(k1) against 10 3/T (figure 4.2) gives the 

following Arrhenius equation, 

1g10 (k1) = (10.29 	0.21) - (2960 	320)/4.576T 

calculation is by the method of least mean squares with the 

possible error the 95% confidence limits. Units of k are 

l.molesec. 

Pressure Dependence of the Addition Reaction. 

Our results indicate a variation of the experimentally 

determined rate constant (ka1)  with pressure at room temper- 

ature. (Table 4.2(2)). 	Table 4.3 and figure 4.3 show the 

variation of 1og(k 1/k1) with iog(pressure). 	The limiting 

8 	-1 
high pressure, rate constant k1  was chosen as 1.13x10 1.mole 

se&, which is an average of the estimated high pressure room 

temperature values. (Table 4.2(1)). 
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In the discussion the experimental fall-off curve is 

compared with the theoretical fall-off curve. The former 

is not fixed in the vertical sense since 
kal
-c has been calcul- kl 

S 
ated using Rabinovitch and Setser's values of . For our 

data to parallel the theoretical fall-off (see Figure 8.4) 
D 

has to be increased slightly. This yields a high pressure 

value for k., of 0.96 x 1081  mole 1  sec 	(see Table 8.1). 

H + Ethylene - Table 4.1. 

Typical Run Results - H and Products (run 7) 

Reaction temperature - 	 2830K 	flowrate (dZ/dt) 	= 1760 cm se& 

Flow tube pressure - 	 1.60 torr. 

(1) 	II atoms. 

distance catalytic catalytic 
from probe (no reaction) probe (reaction) 11x106  oe 
inlet(Z)cm. response 	(my.) response 	(my.) 

0 7.78 7.78 0.925 

2 7.77 5.61 0.668 

4 7.77 4.74 0.564 

6 7.77 4.26 0.508 

8 7.77 3.48 0.414 

10 7.76 3.04 0.362 

12 7.74 2.50 0.298 

14 7.74 2.12 0.253 

16 7.74 1.70 0.202 

18 7.73 1.53 0.182 

20 7.73 1.38 0.164 
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(2) products. 

distance (CH4 ) (C2 H4 ) (C2H6 ) (H) 	+ 	(CH4 ) 

from 
inlet(Z) (cm.) 

1 	6 
mole.! xlO 

] 	•6 
mol e.! x10 

1 	6 
mole.! xlO 

1 	6 
mole. I xlO 

0 0 0.990 0 0.925 

2 0.068 0.960 0.018 0.736 

4 0.102 0.920 0.018 0.666 

6 0.162 0.881 0.030 0.670 

8 0.154 0.862 0.057 0.568 

iO 0.192 0.842 0.053 0.554 

12 0.210 0.820 0.069 0.508 

14 0.242 0.763 0.106 0.495 

16 0.247 0.752 0.110 0.449 

18 0.252 0.718 0.14.7 0.434 

20 	. 0.255 0.735 0.125 0.419 



- 	 - 

(3) Gradients (from graph) 

Distance d(CH/ 	x106  ka1 (C2H4) xlO 
8  d ((H)+(cH 4)) ka1 (H) 

ln.Let 
(Z) (cm.) (mo1ei 15 1 ) 

. 	
. 	 at 

(i mole_is_i) 	(mole iis_ 1 ) (i moies_1) 

(xi0) (xi0 

4 31.3 0.64 70.5 .68 

6 29.6 .0.66 61.2 .68 

8 22.9 0.66 52.0 . 	 .73 

10 21.2 0.69 45.3 .73 

• 	 12 	• 17.6 	• 0.72 35.6 	• • 	 73 

14 	• 13.9 0.72 • 	 27.4 • 	 .72 

16 11.8 0.73 24.1 . 	 .74 

Mean ka1  (C 2H4 ) 	= 	0.69x108  1mo1e 1s 1  • 

Mean kaj 8 	 1  (H) 	= 	0.72x10 	1 moles 
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• H + Ethylene - Table 4.2 

Run Conditions and Experimental Results. 

(1) Constant Pressure (1.60 torr) 

Run Temp.( °K) (H) 0x106  (C2H4bxlO 6  kai(H) kai(C2H4) s/s+D k1  
(mole.1 	)(mole.l 	) 

1 273 1.14 0.136 0.68xl08  0.65x108  0.656 1.01 

2 273 	• 1.10 0.190 0.74 " 0.74 " 0.656 1.13 

3 287 	• 1.04 ' 	 0.128 0.68 " 0.67 " 0.583 1.15 

4 287 1.01 .0.192 0.66 " 0.64 " 0.583 1.11 

5 287 0.65 0.256 0.69 •' 0.68 ' 	 • 0.583 1.18 

6 288 0.98 0.368 0.65 0.70 " 0.583 1.16 

17 • 293 0.92 • 	 0.99 0.72 0.69 ' 0.574 1.18 

8 290 1.10 0.246 0.63 " 0.65 " 0.583 1.10 

9 314 0.82 0.135 0.73 u 0.67 0.530 1.38 

10 314 1.22 0.185 0.91 " 0.61 0.530 1.72 

11 314 0.66 0.215 0.79 " 0.74 " 0.530 1.49 

12 371 0.76 0.126 1.04 it  0.93 ' 0.432 2.41 

13 371 0.79 0.72 1.50 " 1.31 it  0.432 3.24 

14 371 0.83 0.79 1.47 " 	 - 1.42 " 0.432 3.36 

15 371 	' 0.49 	' 0.80 	. 2.26 " 1.79 ' 0.432 4.70 

16 371 	• ' 	 059 0.77 1.80 ' 1.76 " 0.432 4.11 



(2) Constant Temperature (289
0K) 

Run Pressure(torr) (H)x106  (C2H4)x106  kai 

17 0.61 1.36 0.39 0.55x108 1.mole)seC. 1  

18 0.61 1.31 1.20 0.49 " 'I 

• 	19 0.69 1.60 1.65 0.54 ' 

It 

20 0.99. 1.10 0.84 	• 0.60 " 

21 1.60 1.04 0.13 0.67 " 'I  

• 	 22 1.60 110 0.25 0.64 It  

23 1.60 0.92 0.99 0.67 " 

24 2.10 0.88 0.69 0.73 " 

It 

25 3.51 1.58 1.30 0.76 " • 

26 3.51 	• 0.78 0.22 0.80 " "• 

27 3.50 0.69 0.42 0.82 " 



I 

H + Ethylene - Table 4.3 

Variation of log10 (k 1/k1) with 1og10 (pressure) 	at 2890K. 

= 	1.13 x 1081 mole1sec1 . 

Run 1og10 (k 1/k1 ) 1og10 (pressure) 
(torr) 

17 -0.310 70.222 

18 -0.358 -0.222 

19 -0.317 -0.162 

20 S 	-0.272 -0.004 

21 -0.223 0.204 

22 -0.243 0.204 

23 -0.223 0.204 

24 -0.182 0.322 

25 -0.167 0.544 

26 -0.148 0.544 

27 -0.136 0.544 
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FIGURE 4.1. 
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FIGURE 4.2 

H + ETHYLENE - ARRHENIUS PLOT OF K 1  
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FIGURE 4.3 
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CHAPTER 5 

THE REACTION OF H WITH PROPENE 
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5.1 Experimental. 

The H + propene system was investigated in a manner 

analogous to the H + ethylene study. The temperature range 

287 - 3710K was covered together with a pressure spread of 

0.6 - 2.2torr. Results of a typical run are shown in table 

5.1 and graphical representation of these results shown in 

figure 5.1. 

As can be seen from the graph the products are methane, 

ethylene, ethane and propane; the propane accounted for 

0.2 - 0.3 of the propene lost, while the products of lower 

carbon number accounted for the remainder. No trace was 

found of molecufes with carbon number greater than 3. This 

implies that reactions such as, 

2C3H7  = C6H14  

2C 2H5  = C4H10  

CH +CH,.. = C5H12  
37 	2z 

C 3  H  7 + CH3 
 = C4H10  

can be ignored. 

A feature of the reaction is that not all of the H atoris 

removed appear in the saturated producls. This is demonstr-

ated by considering the alkane product concentrations after 

a reaction time of 5.6 msec. (z = 10 cm). 	From figure 5.1 

the total alkane concentration (cH4 C 2 H  6 + C 3  H  8  ) is 1.83 

x107  mole 1. Since 2 H atoms are removed for 

every alkane molecule formed this accounts for 3.66x10 7mo1e 

removed. The catalytic probe indicates the H decay is 

-7 	-]_ 8.1 xlO mole 1 in the same time. Since heterogeneous 

wall recombination of H aboms is negligible there must be 



some homogeneous reaction occurring, absent for the H-C 2H4  

system, which results in the removal of approximately 55% 

of the atoms. The recycling process H + C 3H7—*H2  + C 3  H  6 

discovered by Knox and Daigleish for isobutene is the most 

likely (JcN06q) 

5.2 Theoryi and mechanism. 

The initial step is the formation of an activated propyl 

radical and latest estimates suggest that addition to the 

terminal carbon atom is preferred so the iso-propyl radical 

will predominate (FAL63). 	The propyl radical if stabilised 

undergoes further H' atom addition to yield excited propane 

which in turn can be stabilised by collision or pyrolise 

to give cH3  and C 2  H  5 
 by C-C rupture. The reaction is thus 

more complicated than the H-ethylene system. 

In addition, another means of removing hydrogen atoms 

must be sought. It has been shown (DAL67) that when H 

atoms are reacted with isobutene the H atoms are removed 

predominantly, by the following process 

CH 	 cri 	 CH 
H ± 	

*, 	3 

CH 	 2 	CH 	

. 
C = CH -+ 7C - CF 3 	 C - CH3  

CH3  
- 	H2  + 	= CH2 	' 

CH3 ' 	 CH3 

The second step involves abstraction of any one of nine 

terminal H atoms. 	It seems reasonable to suggest that the 

iso-propyl radical with six terminal H atoms available for 
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abstraction can undergo a similar cycling reaction which 

results in the catalytic recombinat ion of H atoms and the 

regeneration of propene 

H +' CH3 	CH3  -. 2 + cH3  - CH =CH 

Our results suggest that more than 50% of the atoms are 

removed by this cycling reaction. 

The complete scheme is, 

	

(,. 	. 	* 	..; 
tHcH ki' iso  ' cH - CHH 	S cH - 3 	3 	 3 	3 

H + C 3  H 6 	
D 	. 	 . 	 (1) 

; 	S 
kl(n) 	CA322 	) H

3  CH2CH2  

CH3  + CH4  

k2. 	
* 	S 

H + (or ) CH 	< 	C U 	CH 3 7  3 8 	 8 	 (2) 

	

(iso) 	
ID 	. 

cH3  + C 2  H  5 

	

cycling reaction 	 .. 

H + iso C3H7 	- 	. CH6  + H2 	 (3) 

The reactions of CH 3 , C2H4 , C2H5  are then as described for 

the addition of H to C 2  H  4  in chapter 4. 

The mechanm is more complex than the ethylene system 

but certain simplifications are possible if Rabinovitch and 

Setser's data, regarding the stability of alkyl radicals and 

alkanes, is adopted. (Table 1.1). 
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isoC3H 7  

At ltorr and 2980K S/D is given as 65 so that most 

radicals are stabilised. C-C rupture with H migration to 

give cH3  and C 2  H  4  is not considered likely (FAL63). 

nC3H 7 	( for nC3H7  formed from H + C3H6 ) 

S/D = 0.3 where decomposition is splitting of the C-C 

bond to give cH3  and C2H4  and so most radicals decompose, 

although the balance is much more even than for iso C 
3  H 

 7 

Where decomposition is the reverse of the formation reaction 

most radicals are stabilised as above. 

C 3  H  8 

Decomposition involves C-C splitting to give CH3  and 

C2H5 .S/D for C 3  H  8  formed from isoC3H 7  + H is 0.9 and so 

decomposition and stabilisation complete nearly equally. 

A simplified scheme of reaction is thus ;  
* S kl(iso) iso C 3 7 	 3 7 H 	, isoC H --------- (a) 

* J.,. n C3H7  ----------(b) 
k.. 	n C 3  H  7 

- 	 D CH3+C2H4  ---------(c) 

(n ) 	 * 
H + ( or ) C3H... . k 	C 3  H  8  —C3H8  -------------(d) 

(iso) 	/ ____ 
D CH.. + C,$ -.(e) 

kc 
H + iso C 3  H 

 7 - C 
3  H  6 + H

2  ------------------------(f) 

The reaction of cH 3  and C 2  H  5  are then as described for the 

H-C2H4  reaction. The amount of ethylene produced was small 

and never exceeded 20% of unreacted propene and since H atom 
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addition to the latter is considered to be the faster, 

consequent H+ethylene reaction was ignored. 

The experimental results require interpretation in 

terms of the above scheme and this leads to information about 

the following; 

the position of H atom addition to propene (whether 

terminal or non-terminal) 

the fail-off with pressure of the rate of formation of 

propane 

the rate constant for the addition of H atoms to 

propene (k1 ) 

Position of H atom Addition to Propene. 

If' it is assur1ied that the extent of step (b) above is 

negligible then every n-propyl radical formed will split and 

form an ethylene molecule and this is the only source of 

ethylene. 	For the reaction illustrated, after 5.6 msec 

1.26x10 7  mole/l C 3  H  6  has been removed and 0.29x10 7mo1e/l 

C 2  H  4  formed which means that of the propene molecules that 

form products 23% do so by route (c). However only 45% of 

the propyl radicals initially formed yield products and the 

other 55% (all iso-propyl) undergo the cycling process already 

described. Hence only 23% of 45% i.e. 10% of the addition 

is non-terminal producing n-propyl radicals. This figure 

represents a lower estimate since step (b), stabilisation of 

n-propyl radicals, has been ignored. 

The Fall-off with Pressure of the rate of Formation of 

The theoretical prediction is that the H atom addition to 
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propyl radicals is well into the fall-off range at 1.6torr 

(Table 1.1) 

The scheme of reaction above reveals that routes (c), 

(d) and (e) give stable end products. The extent of route 

is gauged by the amount of ethylene produced, route () 

by the amount of propane formed and consequently the remainder 

of properie molecules that react to form products do so by 

route (e), which involves splitting of an excited propane 

molecule. 	Hence S (route (d)) and D (route (e)) can be 

determined. 

S C3H8  For, 	
* k - H + C3H7 	2 C3H8 	

+ C2H5  

the apparent rate constant ka2  is related to the high pressure 

value k 2  by 

k 2/k 2  = S/S+I) 

Thus a plot of lOg 10  (S/S+D) against 1og10 (pressure) 

shows the variation of k with pressure. 

Table 5.2 contains the calculated values of S/S+D for 

a pressure range of 0.6 - 2.2 torr and figure 5.2 shows the 

pressure fall-off graphically. 

(3) Rate Constant_r the Addition of H Atoms to Propene (k 1 ) 

Evaluation of 	is complicated by 

the cycling reaction which regenerates prope.ne 

several causes of H atom removal which result in the total 

observed H decay. 
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Rate of Removal of 

Propene is removed in the formation Of propyl radicals 

and regenerated in the cycling step (f). 

Thus, 

-d(c3H6)/dt = k 1 	3 6 	c (H) (C H ) - k (H) (C 3H7 ) 	 (1) 

Rate of Removal of H 2oms. 

H atoms are removed in the formation of propyl radicals, 

the formation of propane, the formation of methane, and in 

the cycling reaction. 

Thus, 

-d (H) /dt = k (H) (C3H6 ) + k (H) (C 3H7 ) ± d (CH 4I/dt + 

kc(H) (C3H 7 ) 	 (2) 

For the formation of propane, 

d(C3H8)/dt = k2x 	(H) (C3H.1 ) 

s/S±D varies with temperature and pressure but for the react-

ion illustrated it equals 0.5. 

Hence k2 (H) (C3H 7) = 2 d(C3H8)/dt 
	

(3) 

Substitution in (2) for kc(H) (C 3H7 ) (from (1)) and for 

k2 (H) (C 3H7) (from (3)) gives, 

-d(H)/dt = 2k1 (H) (C3H6 ) + 2d(C3H8)/dt + d(CH4)/dt + 

d(C3H6 )/dt 

and so 

_diat ((H) + 2(c 3H8) + (ci 4) ± (c3H6)) = d(H)t 

2(H) (C 3IL) 	 2(H) (C3H6 ) 

where d(H)/dt represents the rate of decay of H atoms due 

only to formation of propyl radicals. 
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5.3 Results. 

Figure 5.3 shows the variation of (H) 1  (H) and (C3H6 ) 

with time, and from the graph d(H)/dt can be determined and 

so k estimated. The results shown in Table 5.3 give as an 

average value 

= 6.4 x 108 lmol 1se& 

Variation of k with Temperature. 

was calculated in an analogous fashion for each run, 

over the complete temperature range. S/D for the decompos-

ition of excited propane (steps (d) and (e)) varied with 

temperature and so this was estimated in each case. 

Results are shown in Table 5.4 and an Arrhenius plot 

(figure 5.4) gives the following Arrhenius equation. 

Log10 (k1) = (9.86 ± 0.20) -(1040 ± 200)/4.576T 

(k1  in l.molse) 

Variation of k with Pressure 

There was no apparent variation of k over the pressure 

range covered in this study. 
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H + propene - Table 5.1 

Typical Run Results - H and Products (run 4) 

Reaction temperature = 287
0K 

Flow tube pressure = 1.60 torr 

Linear flowrate (dZ/dt) = 1760 cm/sec 

(1) 	H atoms. 

distance 	 probe probe 
 

from 	. 	response(mv) response(mv) e. 	X io 7  mol 
inlet(cm) 	(no reaction) (reaction) 

0.0 	 9.36 9.36 9.54.. 

0.5 	 9.36 5.54 5.65 

1 	 9.35 4.8 	. 4.9 

1.5 	 9.35 	- 45 '. 	 . 	 4.59 

2 	 9.35 42 4.28 

3 	 9.35 3.64 3.71 

4 	 9.34 3.18 3.24 

5 	. 	9.34 3.18 2.84. 

6 	 9.33 	. 2.42 2.47 

8 	 9.30 1.9 .1.94 

10 	. 	9.28 1.53 1.56 

12 	 9.25 1.21 1.23 

14 	 9.20 . 	 1.00 1.02 

16 	 9.20 	. 0.80 0.82 

18 	 9.18 0.65 0.66 



(2) Products. (concentrations in mo1e.1x10 7 ) 

distance 
(14) (c2H4 ) (c 2  H 6 ) (C3H6 ) (c3H8 ) 

inlet (cm) 

o o 0 0 2.52 0 

1 0.680 0.156 0.175 1.910 0.118 

2 0.741 0.198 0.268 1.721 0169 

3 0.836 0.236 0.343 1.691 0.276 

4 0.850 0.251 0.380 1.600 0.226 

5 0.836 0.256 0.420 1.492 0.313 

7 	•. 0.875 0.267 0.489 1.479 0.323 

9 0.87e 0.284 0.525 1.271 0.420 

11 0.819 0.305 0.590 1.213 0.433 

14 0.830 0.308 0.648 1.110 0.496 

16 0.853 0.312. 0.661 1.057 0.503 
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H + Propene - Table 5.2 

The variation of S/D with pressure for C3H*8__ C3H8 

H 
D cH3 +C2H5  

Pressure log10  (pressure) 
R Ufl (torr) (torr) 

1 1.60 0.204 

5 1.60 0.204 

15 0.60 -0.222 

16 0.76. -0.120 

17 0.75 -0.125 

18 2.14 0.330 

19 2.15 0.332 

20 2.14 0.330 

S/D 	S/S+D log10  (S/S±D) 

0.955 0.488 -0.310 

0.720 0.418 -0.380 

0.292 0.226 -0.646 

0.199 0.16.6 -0.780 

0.193 0.160 -0.715 

0.850 0.460 -0.338 

1.230 0.550 -0.258 

1.201 0.545 -0.264 
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H + Propene - Table 5.3 

Calculation of k1  for H + C 3  H  6 

Distance d(H)/dt (H) C3H6 ) k1  
from 
inlet 

. 	. 
(mold 	sec ) (molel (molel ) 

. (1mo1 	sec ) 
(cm) 

4 6.31xl0 5  3.20x137 1.59x1 7  6.2x108  

6 4.65 	" 2.45 	" 1.46 6.5 

8 3.37 	U  1.95 	" 1.35 	" 6.4 	" 

10 2.50 1.55 	" 1.26 6.4 	u 

12 1.95 	" 1.30 	" 1.19 	" 6.3 	" 

14 ,1.56 1.05 1.11 	" 6.7 	" 

8 	-1 -1 
mean value of 	= 6.4xlO lmole sec 
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H + Propene - Table 5.4 

Run Conditions and Experimental Results. 

(1) Constant Pressure (1.60 torr) 

Run 
(H)xlO 7 (C3H6x10 Temp. ( °K) log(k1 ) 103 /T 
molel molel 

1 8.75 4.21 287 5.0x108  8.701 3.48 

2 10.81 , 0.85 287 6.1 " 8.786 3.48 

3 8.75 3.20 287 5.5 " 8.740 3.48 

4 9.55 2.52 287 6.4 " 8.806 3.48 

5 '.8.35 2.47 287 5.75 8.760 3.48 

6 11.85 0.57 287 5.9 " 8.771 3.48 

7 6.50 6.15 288 5.9 8.771 3.47 

8 5.66, 7.10 289 5.8 " 8.764 3.46 

9 7.50 3.46 	, 338 7.0 " 8.846 2.96 

10 4.61 	' 5.20 350 7.4 " 8.860 2.86 

11 6.94 '4.40 350 8.1 II  8.911 2.86 

12 3.74 2.23 371 8.7 8.940 2.70 

13 4.50 4.01 371 8.3 8.920 2.70 

14 4.51 3.72 371 8.4 8.924 2.70 

(2) Constant Temperature (2870K) Piessue 

15 9.00 9.10 0.60 5.2 " 

16 15.00 4.52 0.76 5.9 " 

17 12.80 4.52 0.76 5.8 " 

18 8.85 2.98 2.14 5.1 " 

19 10.20 2.58 2.15 5.5 U 

20 10.20 2.58 2.14 6.2 " 
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FIGURE 5.1 
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FIGURE 5.2 

LOG10 (S/S+D) AGAINST LOG 10  (PRESSURE) 
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FIGURE 5.3 
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FIGUPE 5.4 
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THE REACTION OF H WITH 1-BUTENE 
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6. The Reaction of Hydrogen Atoms with 1-Butene. 

6.1 Experimental. 

Products of the reaction were methane, ethane, ethylene, 

propene, and butane. Significant features of the reaction 

were the high degree of degradation to methane (70%), the 

small amount of butane produced (4%) as well as the absence of 

propane in the products. The reaction differed from the 

H + propene system in that there was no evidence of a cycling 

mechanism - all of the hydrogen atoms removed appeared in 

the alkane products. 

Table 6.1 and figure 6.1 show the. results of a run at 

2870K and 1.60 torr. 

6.2 Mechanism. 

The initial step in the mechanism is the formation of a 

vibrationally excited butyl radical which can be sec-butyl, 

if the addition is to the terminal carbon atom, or n-butyl if 

the addition is non-terminal. As in the case of the H/propene 

scheme, formation of the former is the preferred step. 

The less stable n-C 4H9  splits to give C 2 H  4  and C2H5 . 

This is the only source of ethylene and the product analysis 

shows that 6%of all butene molecules react in this way to 

yield ethylene. Thus 6% of the addition is non-terminal 

producing n-butyl radicals. 

Sec-butyl radicals can be stabilised by collision or 

decompose to give CH 3 
 and propene. Experimental results 

indicate that 22% of the 1-butene decompose to yield propene 



and so the remaining 72% of reacting olef in must lead to 

stabilized sec-butyl radicals. 

Thus for, 	 S 	sec-C4H9 	(720%) 
* 

CH3  -cH-CH2 CH 

(sec-butyl) 	 C 3  H  6 + Cu 3 	(22%) 

S/D = 3.3 

The surviving sec-C 4H9  undergoes further H-addition, 

leading to the, formation of excited n-butane - only 5.5% is 

stabilized and so the remainding 94.5% decomposes. The 

excited butane splits symmetrically to give two ethyl 

radicals which in turn react to give methane and ethane. 

Unsymthetric splitting would give propyl radicals and some 

propane would be expected among the products. As mentioned 

earlier, no trace of propane was found. 

So for, 

C H * 
	C4H10 	(5.5.%) 

410 
ic-s 2C2H5 	 (94.5%) 

S/D = 0.06 

The complete mechanism, accounting for all the products, 

is shown 
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= 	H2-cH3  

H/ 
/(94%) 	H 

cH3-CH-CH 2-CH3 	cH2-CH2-cH2-CH3  

(22%)/ 	\72% 

+ CH3 	cH3-cH--CH 2-CH3 	C2}+C2H Z  

2CH3  
cH4+C2H6 	r4Hl0 	 H/ \ 

(4%/ \(68%) 	CH4 c 2u6  
mC4H10  2C2H5  

IH 
4cH3  

/H 

QEI+CH. 4 	2o 

63 The Rate of Addition of H Atoms to 1-Butene. 

Because of the absence of any complicating cycling reac-

tion the rate constant for the addition reaction can be det-

ermined from the rate of removal of l-butene. So for, 

* 
H + 1-butene 	- C4H9  

-d (1-butene) /dt = k (H) (1-butene) 

hence, 

= -d(l-hutene)/dt 

(H) (1-butene) 

Table 6.2 contains the results for the run illustrated, 

which gives as an average value, 

8  = 8.4 x 10lmolse 
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The data at room temperature and a study at 371
0K 

suggest an Arrhenius equation of the form 

1og10 (k1) = 9.80 - 1020/4.576T 

H + 1 Butene - Table 6.1 

Typical Run Results H and Products (run 1) 

Reaction temperature = 287 0K 

	

Flow 	tube pressure 	= 1.60 torr. 

Linear flowrate (dz/dt) = 1760 cnv'sec 

(1) H Atoms. 

Distance 	probe 	 probe 

	

from 	 response(mv) 	response(mv) 
inlet(cm) 	(no reaction) 	(reaction) 

	

0 	 9.50 	 9.50 

	

1 	 9.50 	 3.22 

	

2 	 9.46 	 2.13 

	

3 	 9.46 	 1.63 

	

4 	 9.46 	 1.39 

	

5 	 9.46 	 1.14 

	

6 	 9.42 	 0.99 

	

7 	 9.42 	 0.91 

	

8 	 9.42 	 0.79 

	

9 	 9.41 	 0.74 

	

10 	 9.40 	 0.69 

	

12 	 9.40 	 0.64 

	

14 	 9.40 	 0.63 

	

16 	 9.37 	 0.62 

	

18 	 9.37 	 0.62 

(H) 
-1 mole.1 xlO 7  

9.60 

3.25 

2.15 

1.65 

1.40 

1.15 

1.00 

0.92 

0.80 

0.75 

0.71 

0.65 

0.64 

0.63 

0.63 
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(2) Products. (concentrations in mole 1xl0 7 ) 

distance (cH4 ) (c2H4 ) (C2H6 ) (c3116 ) (c4H8 ) (C4H10 ) 

inlet(cm) 

0 0 0 0 0 3.62 0 

1 1.45. 0 . 	0.80 0.11 2.82 0 

2 2.12 0.02 1.19 0.36 2.40 0 

4 2.44 0.06 1.21 0.29 2.11 0.02 

6 2.68 0.10 1.34 0.40 1.92 0.04 

8 2.84 0.08 1.57 0.142 1.70 0.08 

10 2.94 0.14 1.48 0.40 1.64 . 	0.10 

12 3.05 0.14 .1.59 0.42 1.57 0.11 

14 3.13 0.14 1.60 0.43 1.54 0.10 

16 3.20 0.15 1.62 0.44 1.52 :0.12 
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H + 1 Butene - Table 6.2 

ki * 
Calculation ofk1  for H + C 4  H  8 CH9 

Distance d(C4H8)/dt (H) (C4H8 ) k1  
from 
inlet 
(cm) 

1 	1 (molel 	sec 	) (mold 	) 
1 (mold 	) 

1 (imole 	sec 

4 2.47x10 5  1.4x10 7  2.1x10 7  8.4x108  

1.98 	" 1.2 	" 1.96 	' 8.4 	" 

6 1.60 	If 
 1.0 	" 1.87 8.6 	" 

7 1.36 	" 0.9 	" 1.80 	' 8.4 	" 

8 1.16 0.85 1.74 	If  8.0 	" 

mean value of k1 = 8 . 4xlO 81mo le_1sec  

H + 1-Butene - Table 6.3 

Run Conditions and Experimental Results. 

All results are at a pressure of 1.60 torr. 

7  (H)x10 7  (C4H8 )x10 
Run (mo1el) (mo1e1) k1  logk1  temp(°K) 

1 9.60 3.62 8.4x108  •8.924 287 

2 7.80 3.60 8.6x " 8.935 287 

3 2.92 2.76 8.5 8.930 287 

4 2.80 2.20 12.5 	' 9.098 371 
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FIGURE 6.1 
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CHAPTER 7 

INTERNMJ RATE ODNSTINTS 
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7.1 The H Atom/thy1ene System. 

Figure 4.1 shows that the data yields on accurate 

measure of the build up of products CH4  and C 2  H  6  with time 

during the course of the reaction. d(CH 4
) 	d(C H and - 2 6)  

dt 	dt 
from these curves can be usefully combined to show the 

variation of S/D, for 
* 	S c 3  + 	

D C
2H6 	 C2H6•  

over the pressure range covered, in this study. 

As mentioned in Chapter 4 (page 77) Rabinovitch and 

Setser (RAB64) have performed calculations on reaction group (3) 
* 

	

H + CH3 _ D cH4 	
s cH4  ---------------(3) 

and their results indicate that methane formation is fullr 

within the low pressure or third order region, therefore the 

appropriate rate expression is, 

d(cH4) = R(CH 4) = k3  (H) (cH 3 ) (M) ((M) = Argon Concentration) 
dt 

Various values for k 3  are quoted in the literature ranging from 

12 	 l. 2 	-2 	-1 8.3x10 up to 54x10 1 mole sec at room temperature. 

(KON70, BAR70). 	If k3  is presumed known then 

- R(14) 
(cH3) 	k3 (H) (M) 	 . 	,. 	(a) 

	

Reaction group (4), . 	 . 

cH3  + CH3 k4 c2H6 *  S C2H6  

represents the formation of ethane by methyl redombination and 

as already' mentioned this reaction doruinates ethane production. 

Rabinovitch and Setser's calculations (Table 1.1) indicate 

this reaction is well into the fall-off region within our 
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pressure range (0.6-3.6torr) and so 

ka4  = S k 

(ka4  is the apparent rate constant) 

and 	d(C2H6) = R(c2H6 ) 
dt 

= ka4  (CH (b) 

= 

Hence 	•__ = R(C2H6 ) 
S+D. 	k(CH)2 

Substitution for (CH 3) from (a) gives 

R(C2H6 ) k3 2  (H) 2 (M) 2  

s/s+D = 

If the high pressure value of k 4  is taken as 3.4x10 10  

1molesec 	(T0B68) and k3  is taken as 2.7xlO13 1 2mo1e 2sec 

(DOD69b) then S/S+D can be estimated since all else can be 

found from the data. 	In practice P.,n average was taken of the 

various values obtained from the initial stages of the react- 

ion. 	Table 7.1 shows a typical calculation and Table 7.2 

shows the variation of S/S+D with pressure. This is illustr-

ated graphically in Figure 7.1. 

7.2 The H Atorn/Propene System. 

A surprising feature of this system (see Figure 5.1) is 

the rapid increase in the apparent (CH 4 ) to a maximum value 

after only 2.5 msec. 	It seems likely that the experiment- 

ally measured CH4  is in fact both cu 4  and CH 3 , the latter 

being rapidly converted to cu4  on the probe. 

The mechanism for H atom addition to propene suggested 

in Chapter 5 indicates 10% of the addition is nonterminal 
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producing excited n-propyl radicals which tend to decompose 

to CH3  and C 2  H  4  i.e. 

H + C3H6.—. nC3H7  -_ CH3  + C 2  H  4 

Thus CH3  radicals are produced at a very early stage in the 

reaction. 

In contrast, for the H/C 2H4  system, CH3  results only 

after excited ethane molecules decompose. i.e. 

	

H + C2H4—+C2H5 	S C2H5  + H—.2CH3  

and so there is a slower build up of C14 3  which does not 

affect the Cu 4  experimental curve. 

The çH3  radical concentration can be estimated in the 

H/propene system. From (b) above, 

Ci-a
(c H)\

4  ) 

- R(C2H6) .½ 

}: 
S 	

since a4  = S+D 
D k4  J  

If S/S±D is taken as 0.35, which is the average of the values 

at. l.6Otorr found for the H/ethylene system (see Table 7.2) 

and k4  is again taken as 3.4xl010  1moiesec, then (CH 3 ) 

can be found by measuring the gradient of the C 2  H  6  curve. 

This is shown in Table 7.3. 

The correction to (4) ob 	
can now be applied since, 

serve 

(Cu ) 4 	 = observed 	(CH . actual + (CH 

This has been done in Figure 7.2, and Table 7.4. 

The C2H6 actual 
 curves should now be compatible. This 

can be checked as follows: 

d(Ct-1 ) 

ft 	
R(cr-14 ) 	= k3 (H) (CH 3 ) (M) 
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Substitution for cH 3  from above gives 

R(CH4) = ½ x (R(C 2H6 ))½ x(H) (M) 

-2 
with k3  = 2.7x10 

13  1  2  mole sec -1 

= 3.4x1010  lmole 1sec 1  

(M) = 8.0x10 5  mole' 

and R(C 2H6 ) and (H) found from Figure 5.1. 	Figure 7.3 is 

the graph of R(CH caic versus time. 

Integration gives, 
S t 

4ca1c = 	
R(cH4) 	dt caic 

0 

(where t is taken to 6 msec - the end of the reaction) 

Table 7.5 shows 	4calc and Figure 7.4 showsa comparison 

between (CH4)ca1c and 	4actual 	
Agreement is good showing 

the plausibility of the above reasoning. 

The process was applied to .  a different H/propene run and 

again theory and experiment are compatible. 	S  

Our results for the H/propene system are therefore cons-

istent with 	
. 

k3  = 2.7x10 13  1 2mole 2sec 1  

k4  = 3.4x10 10  1mo1esec 	
S 	 C - H 

S/S+D = 0.35 for 	+ cH3 -+C2H6 	 (S/D=0.54) 
DCH3  + CH3  

7.3 The H atom/1-Butene System. 

The same procedure as for H/propene was followed. i.e. 

it was assumed that (Ci 4) observed = (H4)actua1 + (cH3) 
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½ As before, 	 ,R(C2H6 ) 
(CH 	(ka4 ) 

Table 7.6 shows (CH) and Figure 7.5 shows (CH ), (CU ) 3 	4obs- 

, and(CH) 
erved 	4 actual 

Again, as before, 
k 

R(CH4) 	
)½ 

X (R(C2H6 )) x (H) (M) 

S+D 4 

with k3  =2.7xlO13 1 2mo1esec 1  

= 3 . 4xl0l0 1mole_lsec  

	

(M) 	8.6x10 5  mo1e1 

Figure 7.6 is a graph of. R((,H4) against time and from this 

(CU4)calc =R(CH) calc dt 

Table 7.7 shows (CH4)calc and Figure 7.7 illustrates a comp-

arison between (CH4)actual and 	4calc 	
This time agree- 

ment is not as good. It is necessary to reduce 94actua1 

and also increase 	4calc 	
This can be achieved by reduc- 

ing the value of S/S+D to 0.2. Figure 7.8 shows the compar-

ison with this correction applied. This time theory and 

experiment are in good agreement. 

Our results for the H/l-butene system are therefore 

consistent with 	 . 

-2 . 
k3  = 2.7xl0 13 2 1 mole sec -i  

k4  = 3.410101mo1esec 	 C H 
26 

S/S+D = 0.20 for CU 3 	CU. + 0—C2H 	
(S/D=0.25) 

DcH+CH3 
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H + Ethylene - Table 7.1 

* S CH 
Calculation of s/S+D for cH 3  + CH3- c2H6 	2 6 

cH3  + CH3  

Run 7 Reaction temperature = 293 0K. 

Flowrate = 1760 cm.sec 

Flow tube pressure = 1.60 torr. 

Argon concn. 	((M)) = Bx10 -5  mold -1  

R(C H..) 	K 2 (H) 2 (M) 2  2b3- 
k =2.7x10l3l2mo1e2sec1 

S/S+D 
= 

k4=3.4x1O101molesec 

Distance 	(Ii) (H)2 	-R(cH4) (R(cH4 )) 2  R(C2H) s/s+D 
inlet (mo1eI) 1 (molel sea ) 1 (molel sea ) 
(cm.) S  

• 	1 7.8x1O 7  6.'lx1O 3 	5.0x10 5  2.5x10 8.8x10 6  0.28 

• 	2 7.0 	" 4.9 	" 	4.7 	" 2.2 	" 8.8 	11  0.26 

3 6.2 	" 3.8 	4.2 	" 1.8 	" 8..7 	" 0.25 

4 5.6 	" 3.2 	" 	3.8 	" 1.4 	" 8.8 	" 0.26 

5 5.2 	It 
 2.7 	it. 	3.5 	" 1.2 	11  9.6 	" 0.27 

:6 4.8 	" 2.3 	It 	3.1 of 1.0 	" 9.7 	It 
 0.31 

mean value of S/S+D = 0.27 
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H + Ethylene-Table 7.2 

CH 26 
The variation of S/S+D with pressure for C 2  H  6 

S 	 •S  

Run 	
Pressure 	Log10  (pressure) 	S/S+D 	Log10  (S/S+D) 

torrj 

7 1.60 

8 1.60 

17 0.61 

.18 	. 061 

20 0.99 

22 1.60 

25 3.51 

26 3.51 

0.202 

0.202 

-0.222 

-0.222 

-0.004 

0.202 

0.544 

0.544 

0.272 -0.571 

0.441 -0.352 

0.081 -1.091 

.0.077 -1.114 

0.135 -0.872 

0.491 -0.309 

0.881 -0.055 

0.522 -0.284 
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H + Propene - Table 7.3 

3) 
(T,

(c2H

(

S+D k4  - 

/ 

S/S+D = 0.35 

= 3.4x1O101mo1esec 

Distance 	R(C2H6 ) 	 (cH3 ) 
from 

	

-1 	-1 	 2  (R(CH6)Y 	(mole1) inlet 	(molel sec ) 
(cm) 

0.5 24x10 0.49x10 2  0.45x10 7  

1.0 18.6 	" 0.43 " 0.39 " 

1.5 13.7 	It 0.37 " 0.34 ' 

2.0 11.6 	" 0.34 " 0.31 " 

2.5 9.4 	" 0.31 0.28 

3.0 6.9 	" 0.26 " 0.24 " 

3.5 5.75 	" 0.24 It 
 0.22 " 

4.0 4.76 	" 0.22 " 0.20 

5.0 3.88 	" 0.20 It  0.18 u 

6.0 3.84 0.19 11  0.17 

7.0 3.05 0.17 " 0.16 

8.0 2.70 	it  0.16 " 0.15 " 

9.0 2.34 	It  0.15 " 0.14 " 

10.0 2.00 0.14 It 0.13 
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H + Propene - Table 7.4 

(CH) 4 
= 

actual 
 (CH ) 4 observed - 

(CH 

Distance 
from 
inlet 
(cm) 

0.5 

1.0 

1.5 

2.0 

2.5 

3.0 

3.5 

4.0 

5.0 

6.0 

7.0 

8.0 

9.0 

10.0 

(cH 4 observed 

(molel xlO 

0.51 

0.67 

0.72 

0.76 

• 0.78 

0.80 

0.82 

0.83 

0.84 

0.85 

0.85 

0.86 

0.86 

0.86 

(cH3 ) 

(molel xlO 

0.45 

0.39 

0.34 

0.31 

0.28 

0.24 

0.22 

0.20 

0.18 

0.17 

0.16 

0.15 

0.14 

0.13 

actual 

(molel xlO 

0.06 

0.28 

0.38 

0.45 

0.50 

0.56 

0.60 

0.63 

0.66 

0.68 

0.69 

0.71 

0.72 

0.73 
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Table 7.5 

t 
+ Propene - 	4calc = )' R(CH4)aic dt 

0 

(cH) 4 caic 

(molel xlO 
Time 
(msec) 

0.5 

1.0 

1.5 

2.0 

2.5 

3.0 

3.5 

4.0 

4.5 

5.0 

5.5 

6.0 

Distance 
from 
inlet 
(cm) 

0.85 

1.70 

2.55 

3.40 

4.25 

5.10 

5.95 

6.80 

7.65 

8.50 

9.35 

10.20 

0.250 

0.425 

0.530 

0.605 

0.645 

0.670 

0.690 

0.700 

0.715 

0.720 

0.725 

0.730 
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Table 7.6 

= 1R(cH)½ 
H + 1-Butene: 	(i) 	

SD 2 k  6 

	
s/s+D = 0.35 

4) k4=3.4 	10 	1 -1 xlO imole sec 

Distance
from 

I.(C2H6) 3 

(R(C H )) 
inlet (molel 	sec 	) (molel 	) 
(cm)  

1 9.6x10 5  9.8x10 3  8.4x10 8  

2 3.8x10 5  6.2 	It 5.3 	" 

3 2.3x10 5  4.8 	' 4.2 

4 1.58x10 5  4.0 	" 3.4 	II 

5 0.97x10 5  3.1 	" 2.6 	" 

6 0.76x10 5  2.7 	u 2.3 	II 

7 0.58x10 5  2.4 	" 2.0 	II 

• 	8 0.44x10 5  2.1 	" 1.8 	u 

10 0.119x10 5  1.09 	" 1.0 	St 

• 	12 0.079x10 5  0.88 " 0.81 	II  

14 0.032x10 5  0.57 0.52 	" 

16 0.020x10 5  0.45 	" 0.41 " 

18 • 	 0.019x10 5  0.44 " 0.40 
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Table 7.7 

H + 1-Butene - (CH )caic = 4 	
R(H ) 	dt 4 caic 

0 

Distance (cH ) 4 caic 
Time from 

(mo1e1x10 7 ) (msec) inlet 
(cm) 

0.5 0.85 0.26 

1.0 1.70 0.74 

1.5 
0 	

2.55 1.06 

2.0 3.40 1.30 

2.5 4.25 1.48 

3.0 5.10 1.63 

3.5. 5.95 1.75 

4.0 6.80 	 -. 1.84 

4.5 7.65 1.91 

5.0 8.50 1.97 

5.5 9.35 2.04 

6.0 10.20 2.08 
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FIGURE 7.1 

H + ETHYLENE 
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FIGURE 7.2 

H + PROPYLENE 
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FIGURE 7.3 

H + PROPENE 

d(CH 4) = R(cH4) AGAINST TIME 
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FIGURE 7.4 

H + PROPENE 

4Actual and H4)Calc Compared 
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FIGURE 7.5 

H + 1-BUTENE 
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FIGUBE 7.6 

H + 1LBUTENE 

R (cH4) Against Time 
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FIGURE 7.7 

H + 1-BUTENE - (CH4)ActUal and 	4Compared 
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FIGURE 7.8 

H + 1-BUTENE4)Actual and (cH 4 )Caic with S/s+D  =0.20 

4.0 - 
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CH1PTER 8 

DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY 
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8.1 comparison of Rate Constants with those of other Workers. 

The rate constants for the reaction of H with ethylene 

and propene found in this work compared with other workers 

as shown in figures 8.1 and 8.2. Although the reactions have 

been studied extensively there is surprisingly little agreement 

between the various laboratories. This is particularly true 

of the ethylene reaction although a comparison of the results 

shown in table 1.3 shows that the apparent discrepancies 

which have existed for this reaction may be due to a rather 

strong pressure effect on the reaction rate. Few reports 

have been made of the hydrogen/l.-butene system but the value 

of the addition rate constant determined in this study 

(8 . 6x108 1. moles 1) does compare favourably with the value 

8 	-1-1 	 .. of 8.3x10 l.mole s obtained by Day, Niici and Weinstock 

(DAB71) working at a similar pressure (2torr). A more 

pertinent correlation is a comparison of the results with the 

theoretical predictions of Rabinovitch and Setser (RAB64). 

8.2 Hydroqn Atom Addition to Ethylene. 

The pressure dependence of the addition rate constant has 

now been well established by several independent studies. 

Michael and Weston (M1066), using a flow system with Lymano( 

detection of I-I atoms have shown a pressure dependence over the 

range 0.5 - 5 torr. 	Barker, Keil, Michael and Osborne 

(BAR69) established a pressure fall-off with three independ-

ent experimental techniques. Thus using a conventional 

discharge flow system with Lyman c< photometric 
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detection of H atoms, a time resolved Lyman cc photometric 

system, and a discharge flow system coupled to a 'time of 

flight' mass spectrometer they established the pressure 

dependence of the rate constant over the range 1 - 5 torr. 

The mass spectrometric technique developed by Dodonov et al 

enabled them to study the H/C 2H4  reaction between 2 and 25 

torr. These results, together with the Rabinovitch and 

Setser (RAB64) calculated pressure dependence, are compared 

with the fall-off established in this study in figure 8.3. 

Because the different studies differ in their estimat-

ion of k10°  the limiting high pressure rate constant it has 

been necessary to plot 1og(k 1/k100) against pressure, where 

kal is the experimental addition rate constant at that press-

ure. This was also necessary for comparison with the theor-

etical fall-off since Rabinovitch and Setser calculated s/D 

for, 

•. 	 : 

H + C2H4 ... 	CH5 	,- C 2H5 

00  
which gives kai/ki 	= S/S+D 

Figure 8.3 illustrates that the three mentioned experimental 

studies show a steeper fall-off with pressure than the theo-

retical curve. Also Michael and Weston's results are in 

good agreement with those of Dodonov et al, both indicating 

the fall-off at a higher pressure than predicted. 

Our experimental points were derived using Rabinovitch 

00 
and Setser's data for S/S+D which then enabled k 1  to be 

calculated. An alternative approach is to adjust our points 
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so that the pressure fall-off of: kai/ki°° exactly parallels 

that of Rabinovitch and Setser's theoretical S/S+D values. 

This has been done in Figure 8.4. k 10°  is required to be 

decreased slightly so that the new estimate of k1  is 

0.96x10 8  lmole  -1  sec 
-1 at room temperature (see Table 8.1). 

The results from this study indicate the fall-off to be 

at a slightly lower pressure than theory predicts. This 

could be due to some systematic error in our results of which 

we are unaware or some defect in the molecular model used by 

Rabinovitch and Setser to calculate their results. 

8.3. Hydrogen Atom Addition to Propene. 

An interesting feature of the mechanism which has evolved 

from this study is the catalytic recombination of H atoms by 

propene. The analogous reaction in the H-isobutene system 

was first observed by Knox and Daigleish (KN069) who found 

that the H atom decay could be substantially accounted for in 

terms of the catalytic recombination of H atoms by isobutene. 

Later work by Daby, Niki and Weinstock (DAB71) has confirmed 

	

the reasonableness of their overall .mechanism. 	The H atoms 

are removed predominantly by the following process: 

CH 	 cH 	* 
H + 	C = 	 ,/C - I3 	 C_ cF!3  

CH3 	 cF!3 	 CF!3  

CF! 3 	 CF!3  

H ± C - CF! 3  -p 2 + 	= 2 
CF!3 	 CF!3 
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The second step involves abstraction of any one of the nine 

terminal hydrogen atoms. Our results suggest a similar 

cycling mechanism, namely 

H 
N 	 .. #X 	S 

H + 	,C=CH2—+cH3 -C-H3 o CH3 -C- 3  

H 	 H 

H 

H + H3  - , - 	2 + 
	C = 

H 	 CH 

However with only six hydrogen atoms available for abstract-

ion the contribution to the H atom decay is less siqnificant - 

our results indicate that some 50% of the hydrogen atoms are 

removed by this cycling mechanism. It is surprising that of 

the several investigations reported on the H/propene system 

only Lexton, Marshall and Purnell (LEX71) have suggested' the 

existence of the above mechanism. 

No pressure dependence was observed for the addition rate 

constant in this study although experiments were confined to a 

rather small pressure range (0.6-3.6 torr). This is in keep-

ing with Kurylo, Peterson and Braun (KUR71) who recorded only 

a 40% change in rate constant over the range 5-.500 torr. 

Our results at room temperature have shown that approx-

imately 10% of the hydrogen atoms add on to the non-terminal 

olefinic position. Since the Arrhenius A factors for both 

terminal and non-terminal attack should be approximately equal 

this 9:1 ratio can be translated into a maximum activation 

energy difference of 1.3 kcal. mole between the two positions 
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of addition. Other reports suggest non-terminal addition 

is less favourable. Yang (YAN62) has calculated activation 

energies of 1.5 (terminal) and 3.1 (non-terminal) kcal. mo1e 

which means a 6% production of n-propyl radicals, while other 

estimates suggest only 0%-6% of the addition is non-terminal 

producing n-propyl radicals. 	(FAL63, M0048, B0D59, BRA56 

LEX71). 

8.4 Inefficient Collisional Deactivation. 

Consideration has been given to the possibility of break-

down of the strong collision assumption. Certainly in chemic-

ally activated systems energized species may have high excess 

energies and the strong collision assumption is more likely 

to break down. The experiments of Michael. and Weston and 

Dodonov et al on the H,'C 2H4  system (see Figure 8.3) were ca.rr-

led out using helium diluent andif this is an inefficient 

collisional deactivator the effect would be to shift the fail-

off curve to higher pressures. 	If 

p 	=A 1' eff 	total 

where, neff = effective pressure 

A = collisional efficiency 

total = total measured pressure 

Then a value of of the order of 0.1 is necessary to make 

experiment agree with theory for the lower pressures. This 

is somewhat less than the collisional efficiency of 0.26 

(CUR64) which has been suggested.. However there is no obvious 

explanation for the results of Darker and co-workers who also 
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used helium diluent (see Figure 8.3). 

Rabinovitch and Setser have predicted that the H atom 

addition to iso-propyl radicals is also well into the f all-

of f range at 1.60 torr (Table 1.1). 	Figure 8.5 illustrates 

that the experimental results suggest a fall-off at a slightly 

higher pressure than theory predicts - an indication that 

argon is an inefficient collisional deactivator. 

Using.. P eff = 	total 
P 	as before 

), is of the order 0.5. 

Similarly Figure 8.6 shows the comparison between theory 

and experiment for 

- 	* S ('H 
cH3  + ('H3  ----p. C21'16 ._- 2 6 

D ('H3  + ('H3  

Again the indication is that the collisional efficiency 

of argon is somewhat less than 1 - this time of the order 0.1 

at the lower pressures. 

Hence the coLlisional efficiency of argon seems to lie 

between 0.1 and 0.5. This is in general agreement with 

Volpe and Johnston (V0L56) who estimated A to be 0.21 and 

Kohlmaier and Rabinovitch (K0H63) with a 	value of 0.38. 

8.5 Summary 

This study has shown that the rate constants for the 

addition of hydrogen atoms to olef ins can be expressed as 

Arrhenius equations of the forms: 
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Ethylene 	log k1  = (10.29 ± 0.21) - (2960 ± 320)/4.576T 

Propene 	log k1  = ( 9.86 ± 0.20) - (1040 ± 200)/4.576T; 

1-Butene log k1  = 9.80 - 1020/4.576T 

Our experiments have yielded values of S/D for the 

following reactions at room temperature and at a pressure of 

1.6 torr. Rabinovitch and Setser's theoretical predictions 

(RAB64) are also shown. 

Our value 	R and S value 

* 	CH  
H + C2H4 —oC2H 	 2.1 	 1.4 5  

H+C2H4  

* S C 2  H  6 
cH3  + CH3—.c2H6 	 0.25-0.54 	 1.51 

D cH3+CH3  

S 	CH
-1011. 

38 
H + iso C3H7—C3H8 	 0.88 	- 	1.10 

D cH3+C2H5  

The diluent in our experiments was argon while the S/D 

values predicted by Rabinovitch and Setser are a function of 

pure ethylene pressure. Our results indicate the collisional 

efficiency of argon lies between 0.1 and 0.5. 

When hydrogen atoms add onto propene 10% of the addition 

is non-terminal producing n-propyl radicals. 

An unusual feature of the hydrogen atom addition to 
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propene is a cycling mechanism which removes some 50% of the 

hydrogen atoms via, 

H + C3H7 —*H2  + C 3  H  6 

H + Ethylene - Table 8.1 

Values of kai/ki°°  adjusted to fit the theoretical 

curve (Figure 8.6) 

k °°  
Pressure 	 oc 	oo 	al 	 1 

Run (torr)  log kal/ki kai/ki 	(1molesec) (lmo1esec) 

27 	3.5 	-.06 	0.87 	0.82x108 	0.95x108  

24 	2.1 	-.12 	- 	0.76 	0.73 II 	0.96 

23 	1.6 	-.16 
	

0.69 	0.67 " 
	

0.97 " 

20 	0.99 	-.20 
	

0.63 " 	0.60 
	

0.95 •' 

18 	0.61 	-.29 
	

0.51 	0.49 

°° 	0.96x108  imo1esec mean value of 	= 
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FIGURE 8.1 

H + ETHYLENE - COMPARISON OF RESULTS 
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FIGURE 8.2 

H + PROPENE - COMPARISON OF RESULTS 
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FIGIJRE 8.3 

H + ETHYLENE PRESSURE DEPENDENCE OF kai 
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FIGURE 8.4 

L0G10 (S/S+D) against L0G 10 (Pressure) For, 
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FIGURE 8.5 

LOG10  ( 5/S4) against LOG10  (Pressure) 
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FIGURE 8.6 

LOG10 (S/s+D) against LOG10  (Pressure) 
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APPENDIX_1. 

Calculation of NO 2  Flowrates from the NO 2-N 204  Equilibrium. 

Since NO 2  in the gas phase coexists with N 2  0  4  in an 

equilibrium mixture, the flowrate of NO 2  cannot be calcul-

ated in the simple manner described in chapter 3 , since the 

measurement of the number of moles leaving the storage globe 

will not account for the N 204  leaving. At low pressures, 

the N204  dissociates completely, so the number of moles leav-

ing the globe will give an underestimation of the true NO 2  

flowrate in the flow system. Factors to account for this can 

be calculated from the known data on the NO 2  - N 2  0  4  equil-

ibrium, as investigated by Verhoek and Daniels (VER31). 

Assuming we start with a mole,s of N 204 , and allow this 

to come to equilibrium, the amount ,  of NO 2  produced will be 

2x moles, and the remaining N 2  0  4  will be (a-x) moles. If 

the total pressure is P, then 

p 	= p(ax)/(a+x) and p 1 	= 2px/(a+x). 

The equilibrium constant, K, is given by 

K = .NO2"N2O4 

2 	22 =4xp/(a-x) 

which gives x/a = (K1(4p+K)). 

Thus the amounts of NO 2  and N 2  0  4  present at any time can 

be found from the knowledge of the value of the equilibrium 

constant (in pressure units) at the required pressure p. 

If, at a given pressure, it is known that the mixture 

contains y"moles of N 2  0  4  and x moles of NO 2 , the 'average 

mole' present is composed of fractions 
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x/(x+y) of NO 2  and y/(x+y) of 

but when this enters the flow system, the N 2  0  4  dissociates 

to NO2  and the total moles now become x+2y instead of x+y. 

Thefractional change in the nunther of moles leaving the 

globe is therefore (x+2y)/(x+y). 	This is calculated giving 

the factor c. To obtain the true flowrate of NO 2 , the 

number of moles leaving the globe in a given time is found 

from the pressure drop, and this is then multiplied by the 

factor c to give the flowrate of NO 2 . 

The proportions of NO 2  and N 204 , and the factor c, are 

shown in the following table, as functions of pressure. 

Pressure (No) 2 4 (No) 2 
(torr.) (mole/l.xlO ) (mole/l.xlO 

119 2.58 3.82 1.403 

161 3.90 4.76 1.450 

220 5.99 5.82 1.507 

249 7.35 6..38 1.535 

278 8.28 6.68 1.553 

300 9.06 7.06 1.562 

320 9.93 7.30 1.576 

349 11.12 7.64 1.593 

368 11.88 7.92 1.600 

399 13.15 8.34 1.612 

414 13.78 8.48 1.619 

457 15.55 9.02 1.632 

To enable the value of c to be found at any pressure, these 

results were plotted, and then a smooth curve was drawn through 

them, as in Figure A.l. 
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FIGURE A.1 

CORRECTION FACTORS FOR NO 2  FLOWRATES. 
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Total pressure of NO 2  + N20 4  (torr) 
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APPENDIX 2. 

* S 
S/D values for H + C 2H4 	C2H5 	CH at various 

D 

temperatures and pressures using the data of Rabinovitch and 

Setser (RAB64). 
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S/D AGAINST TEMPERATURE (at 1.6 torr) 

* 	CH5 
for H 4 C 2H4 —D C 

2  H  5 
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